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Abstract 

Since 1989, the E n g h e e ~ g  and Mïning Surveys Research Group of the University of 

New Brunswick, under contract to the Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan-New 

Brunswick Division, has coilected data for the purpose of monitoring ground 

displacements above the mine workhgs in Penobsquis, near Sussex, New Brunswick. 

Some of the latest surveying equipment was used to coiiect the horizontal and vertical 

data, namely: Leica's digital level, NA3000; and precision total station, TC2002; as well 

as Ashtech's Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. 

This report focuses on the horizontal integration of the conventional traverse and 

GPS data via a three-dimensional height-controlied least squares adjustment, using the 

commercial software package GeoLabm. An independent check on the WGS84 position 

of the projects' "fixed'station, via the International GPS SeMce for ûeodynarnics' 

Active Control System, was also performed. The assessment of relative accuracies for the 

observations used a limited version of the Iterated Minimum Nom Quadratic Estimation 

algorithm and various empincal observation accuracy models. 

A horizontal trend analysis, via the Iterated Weighted Similarity Transformation 

algorithm, identified a maximum horizontal displacement rate of 23 mm/year. Vertical 

analysis, via profile graphs, revealed a maximum displacement rate of -24 mrnlyear, with a 

maximum accumulated subsidence, between 1989 and 1996, of - 1 l6mrn. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In 1989, the Potash Company of America (now the Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan - 

New Brunswick Division) engaged the Engineering and Mining Surveys Research Group 

at the University of New Brunswick to monitor ground displacements above their salt and 

potash mine at Penobsquis, near Sussex, New Brunswick. Starting fiom a network of 

approximately 70 monuments and vertical displacements only, monitoring has expanded to 

over 100 monuments and both horizontal and vertical displacements using the latest 

m e a s u ~ g  methods and instmments. 

In 1983, Dr Chen completed his PhD Thesis in which he introduced a (UNB) 

generalised method for the analysis of deformation surveys [Chen, 19831. Two of the 

techniques forming part of this UNB generalised method included the Iterative Minimum 

Nom Quadratic Estimation (IMINQE), for the assessrnent of observation accuracies, and 

the Iterative Weighted Similarity Transformation (WST), for displacement trend analysis. 



By 1994, software incorporating these two techniques had been written by members of the 

Engineering and Mining Surveys Research Group and were available for this project. 

By 1993, the integration of Global Positioning System (GPS) and terrestrial data 

for monitoring horizontai displacements above the Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan- 

New Brunswick Division (PCS) mine had stiU not been resolved. Also, the three- 

dimensional adjustment package GeoLabm had been acquired by the Engineering and 

Mining Surveys Research Group, which used a "height-controlled three-dimensional" 

system [Vicenty, 19801 in which to perform the least squares adjustment. 

Given the above events the objective, then, wax to combine GPS and terrestrial 

data in a the-dimensional height-controlled adjustment, together with techniques from 

the UNB generalised method of deformation analysis, for horizontal and vertical 

displacement monitoring above the PCS sait and potash mine near Sussex, New 

Brunswick. Implementation of the above objective was perfonned via a senes of sub- 

objectives, namely : 

1. to select a suitable datum for the combined adjustment of the GPS and terrestriai data 

and to establish the absolute position of a fixed point within this datum (Chapter 3); 

2. to reconcile the ditfeent GPS (eliipsoidal) and leveiiing (nearly-orthometric) height 

systems through the modelling of local geoidai corrections (Chapter 3); 

3. to assess the accuracies of the various observations in preparation for a combined, 

single epoch, least squares adjustment (Chapter 4); 

4. to perfonn a combined least squares adjustment of the GPS and terrestrial data using 

the three-dimensional height-controiied system implemented by GeoLabTM (Chapter 5); 



5 .  to identify horizontal and vertical displacement trends, suitable for the formulation of a 

strategy upon which to begin modelling the displacements (Chapter 6); and 

6.  to geometrically mode1 the observed horizontal and vertical displacements. 

Not al1 of these objectives were achieved, while others were achieved Ma means 

not originally intended. Most notably, it was discovered that an erroneous ellipsoidal 

height was being used to process the GPS baselines, hence the reconciliation of the GPS 

and leveUed height systems was not theoretically correct. Secondly, the IMINQE 

algorithm fded to converge while assessing the traverse data, hence it could not be used 

to combine all observations together in an optimum estimation of their relative accuracies. 

Chapter 4, therefore, deals with the alternative procedures used to obtain, and 

consequently scale, the a prion variances for the combined adjustment. Finaily, the 

geometrical modelling was not perfomed due to the time taken to resolve problems 

encountered in the previous objectives and also due to the complexity of the displacement .- 

sources. 

Before discussing any of the objectives, however, it seemed appropnate to 

describe the data collection procedures and the instrumentation used on this project. 

Additionally, the three-dimensional height-controlled system required difTerent, and 

considerably less, data reductions than the traditional two-dimensional horizontal 

adjustment techniques. These topics are thus covered in Chapter 2. 



Data Collection and Pre-processing 

The monitoring network over the mine workings was initidy intended for vertical 

displacement monitoring oniy. An extension to horizontal displacement monitoring 

effectively started in 199 1. Consequently, between 1991 and 1996, three distinct survey 

methods were employed, namely: levelling; traversing; and static dzerential GPS 

positioning. The first two of these methods were the traditional "terrestriai" methods of 

vertical and horizontal data collection, respectively. The third method was the most recent, 

and had the distinct advantage of collecting information about aü three dimensions 

simultaneously. 

In this chapter, the equipment; observation techniques; and data preparation for 

each of the three aforementioned modes is presented separately. Here, "data preparation" 

was taken to represent those actions perfonned on the observation data in order to 

"prepare" it for the finai, combined (GPS and terrestrial), three-dimensionai, least squares 



adjustment. It does not, however, include the process of assigning a p M  weights for the 

final adjustment, as this is covered in Chapter 4. 

2.1 Levelling 

The levehg campaigns have been conducted in the summer of each year, generally in the 

months of June and July, between 1989 and 1996. The monitoring area is characterised by 

a number of levelling lines running perpendicular to the mine workings (cross-sections), 

which are comected via two major lines running pardel to the mine workings (profiles). 

The layout of monitoring stations with respect to the underground workings and surface 

topography is presented in Figure 2.1. Typicaiiy, two difEerent types of ground conditions 

were encountered: either; firm, dry ground adjacent to paved roads; or sofl, wet ground 

dong the edges of cultivated fields. Ground conditions dictated the type of tuming point 

used, so as to reduce the propagation of rod settlement errors. 

2.1.1 Levelling Equipmeot 

Over the series of levelling campaigns conducted near Sussex, only two types of levels 

have been used. In 1989, through to 199 1, the Kern GK2-A automatic opticd level was 

used in conjunction with two Wild double-scded, invar levehg rods. The Kem GKZ-A 



Figure 2.1 Cross-sections, Profiles and Monument Layout 
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had an attachable parailel plate micrometer read'ig system, with a manufacture's claimed 

precision o f f  0.3 mm/lon when used with invar levelling rods [Kem, 19871. Additionally, 

it contained a pendulum compensator for the   auto ma tic'^ levelling of the line of sight to 

within f 0.3 ". The Wdd leveliing rods compnsed a single section of 3 m length, with two 

separate scales graduated in centimetres on an invar band and marked from 0.00 m - 

2.98 m (low scale) and 3.02 m - 5.99 m (hi& scale). A circular bubble was permanently 

attached to each rod. 

In 1992, the Leica NA3000 precision digital automatic level (approved for first- 

order levelling by the Federal Geudetic Control Society (FGCS) in 1992 [Leica, 1993al) 

was first used in wnjunction with two 3 m long, Leica GPCW bar coded invar levehg 

rods. It has been used exclusively in the 1992 to 1994 carnpaigns, but jointly with the 

GK2-A in 1995 and 1996. 

Prior to 1992, observations were recorded manudy in field books, in traditional 

formats. In 1992, the Corvallis Microtechnology Inc. (Cm) MC-V hand computer was 

used for data collection and verification. Software programs were written in BASIC for 

manual data entry via the Kem GK2-A, and direct two-way communication with the 

NA3000. 

2.1.2 Obseivation Methodology 

The pnmary objectives of the data collection methods were: i) reduction of known 

systematic errors; ii) early detection of observation blunders; and ii) preparation of the 



data for the next stage of processing. 

The major systematic errors of concem were those of refiaction, collimation, earth 

curvature, and rod and instrument settlement. Observation procedures for the minimisation 

of these erron c m  be found in the levelling specifications of national mapping 

organisations (see, for example, Specification Series, [1978] and Bossler, [1984]). While 

not a specification of the monitoring contract, the EMR (Energy, Mines and Resources) 

Canada recomrnendations for fmt order leveliing [Specincation Senes, 19781 were 

generaily foiiowed in this project, subject to practical limitations. The following is a list of 

the observation procedures used between 1993 and 1996, for which a separate IeveUing 

rod was required on each of the fonvard and backward tuming points: 

rod readings were taken in a BS-FS-FS-BS sequence (altemating with a FS- 

BSBS-FS sequence since 1994); 

sight distances were restricted to a maximum of 50 m; 

the irnbalance between foresight and backsight distances was restricted to a 

maximum of 5 m, with the exception of river and Trans-Canada Highway 

(TCH) crossings; 

rod readiigs were restricted to a minimum height of 0.5 m; 

heavy duty "turtles" were used as turning points for roadside sections, while 

nominal 3 5 5 mm long "pins" were used for al1 other sections; 

cross-sections were leveled forward and backward; and 

profiles (dong TCH, railway and Back Road) were leveiied in one direction 

only, pnor to 1994, but in both directions since 1994. 



Sections (taken here to be neighbouring monuments) levelled in both directions 

were considered acceptable if their misclosures were less than + 4 mm& , where L was 

the section length in kiiometres. At the completion of each setup, but pnor to the 

relocation of the level, a check for reading consistency to k 0.5 mm was made. These 

checks were generally made in the field, and their execution was greatly facilitated with 

the advent of the data logger. 

The hand computer, used as a data logger, enabled preparation of the data for later 

processing. In this manner the section height difl'erence (one-way); the number of setups 

(and total Ievelîed distance in the case of the NA3000); and monument labels were placed 

into a daily surnrnary file. The raw observations were stili recorded as a backup in a 

separate daily file. AU file names included an instrument identification letter, the date and 

an i d e n t w g  extension (e.g., N950701.PRT was a summaxy file of the NA3000 

observations collected on the 1& of My, 1995). 

2.1.3 Data Preparatioo 

As the rnisclosures obtained in the field often included several neighbouring sections, d 

individual runs were subsequently collected together and sorted into forward and 

backward nin pairs. Misclosures for each section were then computed. This was generdy 

done each evening after the data loggers were downloaded. 

Generally, the mean of the forward and backward runs is input into a least squares 

adjustment, as was the case for the pre-1993 campaigns. It was decided, however, in the 



1993 and subsequent campaigns, to input both runs into the adjustment. The reasons for 

this change were: (i) the adjustrnent software used, derived the section weights fiom the 

number of setups per section, which caused a problem when single- and doubleruns were 

included in the same adjustment; (ii) the network redundancy resulting fiom only two 

loops rendered the statistical tests associated with the adjustment meaningiess; and (üi) the 

a posterion variance of unit weight (reference variance) now provided a masure of both 

the random and systematic errors of the section misclosures. This resulted in more realistic 

a posteriori standard deviations. An investigation into the correlation between fonvard 

and backward levehg nins is presented, within the context of the 1994 levelling 

campaign, in Chapter 4. 

Horizontal monitoring of the PCS mine surface was plagued by the frequent lack of inter- 

visibiiity between monuments, resulting in numerous short traverse legs being introduced 

into the traverse network. This, combined with the numerous "hanging7' traverses of the 

network (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3), resulted in local orientation anomalies. 

A second major problem with the horizontal monitoring scheme was, that it started 

out in 1989 as a simple "coordination of monuments for plotting purposes" in support of 

the levelling campaign and evolved out of a series of experiments in data cokction. The 

increasing popularity of GPS (improved satellite consteliation, observation efficiency and 

10 
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results) was seen as a means of overcoming some of the terrestrial network shortcomings. 

Trial projects of GPS with traversing were attempted between 1989 and 1992, where, due 

to the aforementioned network shortcomings, monitoring via the "observation differences" 

approach baaarini et al., 19761 was attempted. 

The implication of the "observation differences" approach was a de-emphasis on 

network redundancy. This monitoring approach was eventually thwarted by numerous 

instrument problems (mainly Electronic Distance Measurer (EDM) scale) and 

inconsistency in the observation schemes (due to changing field conditions, as weli as the 

loss and replacement of several monuments). The thûd major problem, therefore, was a 

lack of strength and redundancy when reverting to the "coordinate dif3?erences7' approach. 

In 1992, a major extension to the monitoring network occurred, where 15 

additional monuments were added to cover the region of new mining activity east of the 

E-line. Consequently, the horizontal monitoring discussed in this report covers, 

predominantly, the period 1992 to 1996 during which this ''full" network existed. During 

this period, five difTerent EDMs were used, which resulted in considerable attention being 

given to the problem of scale (both between EDMs and with regards to GPS). 

The two major observables discussed in ternis of traverse data collection and pre- 

processing are those of distance and direction. However, in the case of distances, several 

ancillary observations were required for reduction purposes, narnely: instrument and 

reflector heights; meteorological data; monument elevations; and zenith angles. Some of 

the problems encountered in the collection of this data are discussed below. 



2.2.1 Traverse Equipment 

Instruments used over the years included two Kern E2 electronic theodotites, three Kern 

DM503 EDMs, one Tellurometer MA200 precision EDM, and one Leica TC2002 Total 

Station. in 1993 a CMT (Corvaiiis MicroTechnology Inc.) MC-V data logger was fkst 

introduced to facilitate traverse data collection and assessment in the field. 

Table 2.1 Horizontal Survey Equipment List: 1992 to 1996. 

Distances: 

Kern DM503 

Kern DM503 

Kern DM503 

Tellurometer MA200 

Leica TC2002 

Directions: 

Kern E2 

Kern E2 

Leica TC2002 

GPS Receivers: 

Ashtech L-IYII 

Ashtech L-Hl 

Ashtech L-XZI 

Ashtech 2-XII 

Ashtech 2-XZI 

Srnd No, 



2.2.2 Traverse Data Collection 

In the early horizontal campaigns (1989 to 1991) two Kem E2 electronic theodolites, 

coupled with Kem DM503 EDMs were used. In 1992 and 1993, a Tellurometer MA200 

precision EDM was used to increase the strength, and redundancy, of the network through 

the observation of several longer distances. In the 1994 to 1996 campaigns, the Leica 

TC2002 total station was used exclusively for travening purposes. However, the extent of 

the traverse network was reduced in favour of more dense GPS networks. Table 2.1 

indicates the variety of traversing equipment used, between 1992 and 1996, for the 

horizontal campaigns. 

2.2.2.1 Directions 

Generally, spatial directions were observed as three sets of "face left" (n) and "face 

right" (FR) horizontal circle readings with either gons or sexageshal units used. Due to 

the number of available targets and reflectors, the necessity of interchanging targets with 

reflectors, a two-person traverse crew and the geometry of the network no more than four 

targets were observed at any one setup. 

The method of recording has varied fiom year to year and was generaily that 

preferred by whoever was responsible for the field work. Earlier campaigns were manually 

entered into fieldbooks (givhg greater leeway to individual preferences), while later 

campaigns were "regularised" to some extent via the use of the MC-V data logger 

software. 



2.2.2.2 Zenith Angles 

The role of zenith angles in this projed had been conîïned to that of distance reduction, 

Le., they were not used in the determination of elevations for monitoring purposes. Even 

then, they were only used for those distances which involved temporary traverse stations 

(which had not been included in the levelling network). They were, however, occasionally 

called upon to detemine missing, or erroneous, "height of EDM' or "height of reflector" 

data during spatial distance reductions. 

The zenith angles were observed sirnultaneously wit h the directions, with three 

arcs (except in 1993, only one arc) in both telescope positions. Introduction of the 

TC2002, with its coaxial EDM, led to a duplication of the zenith angles as a result of 

EDM distance measurement. However, as they represented only a single pointing (i-e., one 

telescope position), they were rarely consulted. 

2.2.2.3 Spatial Distances 

The collection of EDM distances was the most time consuming of the traverse data 

collection activities, due mainly to the necessary collection of meteorological data and the 

changing of targets and reflectors between obsewing directions and distances. 

Additionaüy, the distance for each traverse leg was measured in both directions so as to 

increase its reiiability. This was particularly important in lieu of the numerous "hanging" 

traverses. 



The Tellurometer MA200 operated independently of any angle measuring 

equipment and required greater attention in both the setup and measuring stages. It was 

used in 1992 and 1993 for gathering a few long, highly accurate, network strengthening 

distances. This role was taken over by the TC2002 in 1994 and abandoned in later 

campaigns in favour of additional GPS baselines. 

A major problem encountered with the Kem DM503 EDMs in the 1991 and 1992 

campaigns was that of unrecorded atmospheric corrections applied by the EDM in the 

field. This is a cornmon problem amongst inexperienced surveyors and shared equipment. 

Precise traversing procedures have always been to collect EDM distances with a "zero 

atmospheric correction" applied by the EDM. Atmosphenc corrections are subsequently 

computed, and applied, on the basis of the observed meteorological data. 

2.2.3 Traverse Data Pre-processing 

The decision to use a three-dimensional method for the horizontal adjustment removed a 

considerable amount of traverse data pre-processing (as the data was to be entered into 

the adjustment as spatial observations). Preparation of directions for the final adjustment 

was minimal, as oniy the mean of the three, or more, observed arcs was required: to which 

a priori standard deviations were later attached (see Chapter 4). The observed EDM 

distances, however, still required some pre-processing so as to remove instrument and 

atmospheric errors. 



As a result of the above decision, and as a means of ensuring consistency in the 

data (especially after the discovery of several bugs in the data logger sofbvare), al1 

traverse data fiom 1992 to 1996 was reprocessed fkom source (i.e., field books and "raw" 

data logger files). This involved writing various FORTRAN routines and, in the case of 

the 1992 survey, the manual transfer of data fiom field books to computer. This manual 

data transfer was checked via the same methods prescribed for field collection. 

The observed EDM distances were first corrected for atmospheric conditions 

through the application of a first velocity correction. Secondly, the calibrated "zero error" 

was removed, and finally, the distance was geometncally reduced to the required "mark- 

to-mark" distance. The availabiiity of levelied heights for the permanent monuments, 

together with a lack of information as to the heights of temporary monuments, resulted in 

two options for the reduction of an 'bEDM-to-reflector" distance to the required mark-to- 

mark distance. Where levelled heights for the two monuments were available they were 

used; however, in their absence, the observed zenith angles (Zm) coliected simultaneously 

with the directions were used. 

2.2.3. i First Velocity Correction , "Zero Ewor " mtd Scale. 

AU of the observed spatial distances were coliected, together with instrument and refleaor 

heights, mean zenith angles, wet and dry temperature readings and atmospheric pressure. 

The meteorological data was only collected at the instrument station, with the exception 

of the Tellurometer MA200 for which data was collecteci at both stations. 



The first velocity correction accounts for the variation between the atmosphenc 

ref?active index, n, and the reference refkactive index of the EDM, ~ R E F  , selected by the 

EDM manufacturer to represent average atmosphenc conditions. This correction, K', to 

the observed distance, d', is 

where the approximation leads to errors of less than 0.02 ppm [Rüeger, 19901. The above 

equation requires the determination of the atmosphenc refiactive index, n. Most EDM 

manufacturers provide appropriate formulae for the evaluation of the atmospheric 

correction based on observed meteorological readings. Consequently, the distance 

reduction software used on this project (DIST-RED) required the identity of the EDM 

prior to the computation of K'. For exarnple, Leica [3993b] provided the following 

correction for their TC2002, 

0.29065 P 4.1 26 1 o4 h ( a 0 . 7 8 5 7 )  
Ad, = 281.8 - - 10 237.3+t 

( l + a - t )  (I+a- t) 

Ad, = atmospheric correction in ppm ; 
P = atmosphenc pressure (mb) ; 
t = ambient (dry bulb) temperature (OC) ; 
h = relative humidity (%) ; and 
a = U273.16. 

Leica, goes on to state that its default value of 60% relative humidity will lead to a 

maximum error of 2 ppm. However, dry temperature and relative humidity should be 

observed when higher precision is required. As wet and dry bulb psychrometer readings 

were collected on this project, instead of relative humidity, and recognising the Magnus- 
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Tetens equation for the saturation water vapour pressure at (dry) temperature, TD , as 

[Riieger, 19901 

((7 ST~/(Z~.BT~))+O.~~~~) EW = IO 

together with the relationship, 

then equation (2.1) can be re-written in the more suitable form, 

with the partial water vapour pressure, 

e =  EL -6.62.10~ .P.(T, -Tw) 

for which a more accurate saturation water vapow pressure, evaluated at wet bulb 

temperature, was published by Buck in 198 1 as püeger, 19901 

Following the first velocity correction, were corrections for "zero error" and scale, 

both of which had to be pre-determined for each EDM via calibration procedures. The 

"zero errof' was determined on a six pillar, 1.6 km baseline at Mactaquac. The EDM scale 

factor could have been determined on the same baseline had accurate positions of the 

pillars been known; unfortunately, they were not. 

In 1995, an attempt was made at resolving the relative scale factors of the 

DM503s (used in Sussex, between 1991 and 1993) with respect to the more precise 



MA200 and TC2002 EDMs via a "cornbined least squares adjustment with d a r y  scde 

parameters" of the annual calibration data. Also, the annual calibrations of the two more 

precise EDMs were investigated with respect to a selected EDM badine epoch, and 

found to remain within 2 ppm. Udortunately, the "Mactaquac BaseheY' estimated 

DM503 (relative) scale factors did not appear to match those detennined in the cornbined 

adjustment of terrestrial (with auxiliary scde parameters, see equation (5.8)) and GPS 

data As the latter approach was deemed to be the "better" of the two, no sale factors 

were applied during pre-adjustment distance reductions. 

2.2.3.2 Distance Reduction with Observed Zenih Angles. 

This approach was restricted to distances involving temporary stations for which levelied 

heights were not available. It was, additionally, restricted to "short distances". The 

reduction is an iterative one and is outlined by Rüeger [1990], a summary of which 

follows. 

The algorithm presented by Rüeger [1990] presupposes the separate measurement 

of zenith angle and EDM distance, as well as the reduction of the observed EDM distance 

to the straight line distance between EDM and reflector (dz). Consequently, the measured 

"height above monument" of the EDM (hmM), the theodolite (hm)> the target (h~) ,  and the 

EDM reflector ( h ~ )  were required. As an initial approximation, Rüeger suggested that the 

mark-to-mark distance, dm, be set equal to the reduced EDM-to-Renector distance, d2, 

and that the mark-to-mark zenith angle Zhac be set qua1 to the observed zenith angie, Zm. 



The initial value of dm was then used to compute an updated value for Zhmc via Rüeger 

where the correction R was approximated by 

Thereafter, the updated value for Zm was used to update dm from 

where 6 is the refiaction angle computed from the coefficient of refiaction (K) and the 

radius of curvature of the spheroid (R) dong the line of the observed distance, corrected 

for the first velocity error (di), as [Rüeger, 19901 : 

2.2.3.3 Distance Rechrction with ffiown Elevafions. 

This approach was given preference, as the height information for permanent monuments 

was accurately determined f?om precise levelling, as opposed to the less accurate 

trigonometric heighting. The algorithm used for this reduction was derived as 



where Hi and Hz are ellipsoidai heights, which were approximated by the adjusted levehg 

network heights. 

2.3 GPS Positionhg 

Static differentiai GPS surveys have been performed since 1989. However, with increased 

success, the survey has gradually extended fiom four monuments and four independent 

baselines in 1989 [Secord, 19891, to 16 monuments and 36 independent baselines in 1994. 

In 1 995, the GPS obsemation scheme changed drastically : the terrestrial 

ccdensifkation" scheme was replaced by a "GPS trilateration" sub-network (involving 

fewer monuments). Additionally, two Ashtech 2-XII receivers were introduced which 

brought the number of stations per session to five and challenged the GPS observation 

logistics. Consequently, the network was divided into primary and secondary components, 

where the primary network comprised the previously used GPS monuments and nominal 

1% hour static observations, whiie the secondary network comprised the newer GPS 

monuments and spatial distances extracted fiom 3 0 minute static observations. 

In 1996, with only four of the five Ashtech receivers available, the GPS carnpaign 

was altered again. The primary network remained the same, but the secondaiy network 

was observed in a pseudo-static mode. The primary and secondary networks were 

observed simultaneously with three receivers operating in the static mode (primary) and 

one operating in a roving pseudo-static mode (secondary). The rapid-static technique was 
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not used due to its requirement for dual-fiequency phase observations and the availability 

of only two dud-fkequency receivers. 

The foilowing subsection describes the general equi pment , observation SC hemes, 

and data preparation employed with the GPS data. 

2.3.1 GPS Equipment 

Three Ashtech L-X13s were available for the collection of GPS data fiom the outset of the 

monitoring project. In 1995, two Ashtech 2-XU receivers becarne available. The L-XII 

models were single frequency receivers capable of collecting both phase and code (C/A 

and P code) observables on the L1 GPS frequency. The 2-XII models, however, were 

dual frequency receivers capable of collecting both phase and code observables on both 

the L1 and L2 GPS fiequencies. The 2-Xn had the added capabiiity of extracting the code 

and phase observations under conditions of Anti-Spoofing (AS), which was permanently 

activated on 3 l* January, 1994 pnited States Naval Obsewatory, 19941. 

2.3.2 GPS Data Collection 

Preparation of the GPS observation schedule was the most challenging aspect of the GPS 

survey. The objectives to be satisfied by the network design were to: 

a) enable the computation of ali GPS monuments with respect to the "horizontal 

control point7' HT; 



permit only non-trivial baselines; 

occupy each GPS monument at least twice; 

perrnit quality checks via common badine and triangle loop misclosures; 

observe the short lines directly connecting neighbouring monuments; 

use nominal 1 hour 15 minute observation sessions; 

adhere to a maximum 30 minute session intedssion; 

permit the use of only two vehicles for relocation between sessions; 

assume that radio communication was unavailable; and 

limit sessions to the interval (working day) 8 AM to 7 PM. 

D u ~ g  the actual GPS survey, one operator was assigned to each receiver. Their 

responsibilities included: antenna setup (via a tripod and optical-plummet tribrach); 

antenna orientation (to magnetic north); receiver setup (site identification, sampling 

interval, session number, etc.); measurement of the antema heights (at the start and end of 

each session); logging any technical or environmental problems (e.g., power outages, 

temporary obstructions, etc.); preparing or updating site locality sketches; instrument 

dismount and relocation; and the collection of meteorological data (wet and dry 

temperatures and pressure). Additionaily, where a receiver was to remain at the same 

point for two, or more, consecutive sessions, the field operative was required to rotate the 

tribrach and re-set the antenna. This last action was an attempt at randomishg the centring 

error and was strongly recommended in the Canadian "Guidelines and Specifïcations for 

GPS Surveys" [1992, ~201. 



The receivers were set to sample at 10 second intervals, using a mask angle of 10" 

(even though processing was to use a 15" mask angle). Each operator was then 

responsibie for downloading their receiver at the end of each day. Irrespective of the 

receiver memory capability, the observations were downloaded each day as experience 

showed that certain technical problems resulted in the erasure of al1 stored data. 

In 1995 GPS was used, in favour of extensive traversing, to survey 15 additional 

stations. It was decided @y others) that the way to minimise the data collection tirne while 

maintaining suitable accuracy was to use only the spatial distance component of the GPS 

baseline, which was reported to have a higher precision than the combination of AX, AY, 

A2 components (presumably due to unknown correlations). These observation sessions 

were coilected via a 30 minute static mode. As this technique was sigmficantly diEerent 

fkom that of the main GPS network, and the accuracy expectations lower, it was 

designated the secondary network for this project. 

In 1996, the numerous "secondary observations" required by the 1995 method, led 

to an attempt at using the pseudo-static (also called pseudo-kinematic) mode. Here three 

receivers were to cover the primary network using nominal 1% hour static sessions, while 

two receivers were scheduled to operate, sirnultaneously, in the pseudo-static mode. The 

75 minute static session duration enabled each roving receiver to Msit two stations per 

session. The pseudo-static session breakdown was as follows: 

a) 10 minute at station A, 
b) 10 minute relocation to station B (leaving tripodkibrach at A); 
c) 10 minute at station B; 
d) 15 minute relocation to station A (leaving 2* tripodtribrach at B); 
e) 10 minute at station A, 
9 10 minute relocation to station B; 



g) 10 minute at station B; 
h) 30 minute relocation to next pair of stations C and D. 

The above schedule yielded a 35 minute gap in the data for stations A and B. It also 

required two sets of tnpod and tribrach for each rover receiver as the antenna height had 

to remain the sarne for both occupations, while the 10 minute relocation t h e  dictated that 

the two rover stations be close together. Coupled with the restrictions of oniy two vehicles 

and the poor portability of the Ashtech receivers this was a very chaîienging schedule; 

unfortunately, the breakdown of one of the receivers reduced this challenge. 

2.3.3 GPS Data Preprocessing 

Pre-processing of the GPS data comprised three main stages: i) computing the baseline 

coordinate components (single baseline solutions); ii) intemal solution vescation; and iii) 

extemal solution verification (including a miliimum constraint least squares adjustment). 

These three sections are outlined below. 

2.3.3.1 Single Base fine Solutions 

Once downloaded fkom the Ashtech receivers and sorted into separate session directones, 

the raw GPS data (satellite observation binary mes, broadcast ephemens binary files, and 

site ASCII files) were "backed-up" on 3112" floppy disks. Some editing was generally 

required on the raw data mes in preparation for baseline processing, most comrnon of 

which was the merging of "dummy sessions" created as a result of power outages. 



Ashtech's post processing software GPPSTM (and later PRISMTM) was used for ail 

(including trivial) single-baseline solutions. Antema slant heights, from site log sheets, 

were entered; a mask angle of 15" was set; and default meteorological readings of 20°C, 

50% relative humidity and 1010 mbar were invoked with the option to apply tropospheric 

corrections. 

A "seeding" process, emanating from the "contrai" monument HT, was employed 

for d carnpaigns, where HT was held fked at its predetermined WGS84 coordinates 

( : N 45" 47' 06.62521" ; A: W 65" 23' 44.55982" ; h: 78.8208m ). No rigorous 

guidelines were available for the seeding process (thus it was not a unique process). A 

record of the seeding procedure used was maintained, together with solution comments 

and any remedial actions undertaken. 

Baseline solutions emanating from the GPPSTM software were checked for consistency 

and reliability via an examination of "quality indicators" within the solution files. The most 

important quality indicator of the "fixed" double dEerence solution was the "ratio" (of the 

"best" solution to the "next best" solution). This "ratio" quickly identified the overall 

success level attained in resolving phase arnbiguities. 

A more specific analysis, was the examination of the estimated ambiguities fiom 

the "float" double difTerence solutions, which should align closely with integer values. 

Jivail [1992], based on experiences obtained from the provision of geodetic control in 

Sweden using the Ashtech GPPSm software, suggested that for short baselines (O to 
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10 km) the ambiguities had to be resolved to within 0.20 cycles and a "ratio" in excess of 

3 be attahed before accepting a basehe solution. 

Another "quality indicato?' of the ambiguity resolution problem was that of the 

coordinate differences estimated by the "float" and "fixed double difTerence solutions. 

Jivail 119921 recommended a maximum deviation, in any component, of 5 cm for short 

baselines; however, the data collected in Sussex indicated that deviations in excess of 2 cm 

deserved attention. 

The last major basehe solution "quality indicatof' was the root-mean-square 

(rms) value of the fixed double diEerence residuals. Ashtech's GPPSTM processing 

software provided a graphic plot of these residuals as cycles against epochs. This plot 

could show any undetected cycle slips as weU as the possible presence of systematic errors 

[Ashtech Inc., 19931. 

This stage of the data verification generaily involved the cornparison of baseline solutions 

fiom different sessions. However, the fkst verüication procedure was a "session specific" 

checkt, based on the expectation that the loop closure of baselines fkom the sarne session 

should be zero. These loop closures were investigated using, separately, the L'float" and 

"fixed double dif5erence solutions. 

t As at least one of the baselines would be dependent, this could have been classai as an intemai check; 
however, as aU baselines were processeû separately and theretore had independent estimates of the 
ambiguities, (some even had difïerent teference SV'S) it was classifieci as an extemai verincation. 



The logical extension of this test, was to use baselines fkom independent sessions. 

Table 2.2 shows a sample of the 1994 triangle loop misclosures, for which each side 

represents a daerent observation session. Naturally, baselines cornmon to more than one 

session were also checked. Guidelines for the acceptance of the loop, and wmon-  

baseline, misclosures were obtained fiom Table 5 of "Geometric Geodetic Accuracy 

Standards and Specifications for Using GPS Relative Positioning Techniques", Full, 

19891. The selection of loops, generdy, was such that all baselines were part of at kast 

one loop. Additional loops were then generated when attempting to isolate a baseline 

responsible for a poor misclosure. Poor quality basehes were generdy excluded, without 

loss of "degrees of freedom", during selection of the non-trivial baselines. 

The loop misclosures were essential in detecting the use of "incorrect antenna 

heights" in the baseline solution. They also sirnpMed the identification of outliers in the 

minimum constraints least squares adjustment of the GPS baselines, which was the last 

data verification procedure @or to the finai, combineci adjustment. 

Table 23 PCS 1994 GPS h o p  Misclosures (Linecomp ver 5.0.00) 

I TRIANGLE MISCLOSURES I 



Table 23 PCS 1994 GPS Loop Misclosures (Linecomp ver 5.0.00) 
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Chapter 3 

The Sussex Datum 

The horizontal datum in Sussex was selected to coincide with the WGS84 (World 

Geodetic System 1984) datum of the GPS. Two primary reasons dictated this selection. 

Firstly, the satellite ephemerîdes were broadcast in the WGS84 datum, hence by selecting 

the project datum to coincide with the WGS84 datum no further baseline processing was 

required. Secondly, the baseline solutions each contained information as to the datum 

scale and orientation (Le., three rotations about the geocentric coordinate system). 

Consequently, only three datum defects had to be accounted for, compared to six datum 

defects (3 rotations and 3 translations) associated with the traverse data. 

The three datum defects (3 translations) remaining in the GPS data were 

accounted for through constraining the coordinates of station HT to its 1990 estimated 

WGS84 coordinates. Station HT was considered the most suitable "fixed" point as it was 

located on a smaii hiil just outside the suspected influence area of the underground 



workings. However, due to the ümited capabilities of the GPS at that time and the hdings 

that a bias in the initiai coordinates of the fixed point caused systematic error in the 

baseline solutions [Santerre, 19891, it was decided to check the previously detennhed 

WGS84 coordinates of station HT using the dual-frequency Ashtech 2-XII receivers and 

the Active Control System of the IGS. 

This chapter sumrnarises the re-calculation of the WGS84(G730) coordinates of 

station HT, including a description of the WGS84 and WGS84(G730) datums. Also 

presented, is the realisation of the "orthometric height" system used for the levelihg 

campaigns and the reconciliation of the two (GPS and leveüing) height systems via 

modehg of local "geoidal undulations". 

3.1 WGS84 Datum Definition 

The World Geodetic System 1984 was defined by the U. S. Department of Defence @oD) 

as an Earth-centred, Earth-fixed (KEF), Conventional Terrestrial (CT) system (Defense 

Mapping Agency, 19931. The WGS84 daturn was initially realised through a global 

network of more than 1500 Transit Doppler stations with an absolute positionhg accuracy 

of 1 2  m [Decker, 19861. Since its conception, the WGS84 has been refined, in terms of 

both its definition and realisation. in 1994, the latest realisation was undertaken, based on 

10 DoD, and 22 IGS (International GPS SeMce for Geodynamics), GPS tracking stations 



and an updated geocentric constant of gravitation (GM) value [Swift, 19941. Eight of the 

above IGS stations were constrained by their ITRF91 (International Terrestrial Reference 

Frame 1991) coordinates, thus aligning the DoD (responsible for broadcast GPS data) and 

IGS (responsible for scientifk GPS data) systems. The new GPS-realised datum, 

designated WGS84(G730) and accurate to + 1 O cm, was implemented by the U. S. 

Defense Mapping Agency @MA) in the first full week of 1994 (GPS week 730) [Swift, 

19941. Ephemendes broadcast by the GPS satellites have benefited f?om the refmed 

WGS84(G730) coordinates of the satellite tracking stations since 29& June, 1994 Malys 

and Slater, 19941. 

The reference eliipsoid adopted by the DMA for the WGS84 horizontal datum was 

defined via four pararneters: the serni-major axis, a = 6 378 137 m; the norrnalised second 

degree zona1 harmonic coefficient of the gravitational potential, = -484.16685 x lo4; 

the angular velocity of the earth, o = 7 292 115 x IO-'' rads-'; and the earth's gravitational 

constant (mass of atmosphere included), GM = 3 986 005 x log m3s'2 Defense Mapping 

Agency, 19931. The semi-minor ais, b = 6 356 752.314 2 m, flattening, f = V298.257 

223 563, and the first eccentricity, e = 0.08 1 8 19 190 842 6, were al1 subsequently derived 

nom the defining pararneters pefense Mapping Agency, 19931. The new WGS84(G730) 

datum varies only in a revised gravitational constant of GM = 3 986 004.4 18 x 10' m3s-2 

Nalys and Slater, 19941. 



3.2 WGS84(G730) Coordinates of Station HT 

In 1990, the position of station HT, near Sussex, was established with respect to the 

outdated NBGIC published grid coordiiates (on the ATS77 datum). By 1995, however, 

dual fkequency GPS receivers were avnilable, and the IGS Active Control Point (ACP) 

system was fùiiy operational. It was, therefore, possible to determine the coordinates of 

station HT with respect to the ACPs Algonquin, St. John's and Westford in the ITRF 

coordinate systems. These values were then transformed into the WGS84(G730) datum 

via the transformation parameters given by Malys and Slater [1994]. 

3.2.1 Data Collection and Preparation 

As the establishment of absolute coordinates for station HT was not a separate field 

exercise, the data coliected during the 1995 and 1996 GPS observation carnpaigns had to 

be used. This was a problern, as the accuracy of these very long (640 to 990 km) baseline 

solutions depended, to a large extent, on the length of the observation session. Each 

individual session in Sussex was of a nominal 75 minute duration, with a 15 minute gap 

between sessions. Merging three consecutive sessions could then span about 4 '/2 hours; 

however, in 1995, the tnpod was reset at the start of each session which resulted in 

different antenna heights, thus precluding the above merging scheme. Nevertheless, it was 



decided to process the individuai session data, which provided additional redundancy and 

a measure of precision. This same procedure was also used for the 1996 GPS data, for 

which an option to merge three consecutive sessions into one was also tested. In all, ten 

dual fiequency sessions were available, five at ML23 (1995 oniy) and five at HT (two in 

1995 and three in 1996), of which two sessions in 1995 were cokcted simultaneously at 

ML23 and HT. 

Rinex data for GPS days 190 and 191 of 1995, were obtained fiom the IGS 

Central Bureau for sites Algonquin (ALGO), Westford (WESZ) and St. John's (STJO). In 

1996, on GPS day 213, the receiver at St. John's was down, so that only data fiom ALGO 

and WES2 were obtained. Precise orbits were also obtained fiom the IGS Central Bureau 

for the above days, with the 1995 orbits presented in the ITRF93 reference fiame and the 

1996 orbits presented in the 1TRF94 reference fiame. The coordinates and station 

velocities of the three ACPs were also obtained fiom the IGS Central Bureau in both the 

ITRF93 (epoch 1993 .O) and the ITRF94 (epoch 1993 .O) reference m e s .  

As Prismm was tu be used to process the baselines and due to hcompatibilities 

between the IGS and Sussex data, al1 of the data had to be prepared so as to conform and 

match the PrismTM input formats. Thus the dual fiequency data collected at Sussex 

stations HT (1995 and 1996) and ML23 (1995 only) were thinned to match the 30 second 

sampling rate of the IGS ACP receivers. Meanwhile, the IGS Rinex data was split into 

nominal 75 minute segments, corresponding to the Sussex session times and converted, 

via Prismm, into Ashtech binary data files. The precise orbit data was also thinned and 

converted fiom the IGS SP3 format to the Ashtech binary format. Finally, the published 
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station velocities were used to transform the given ITRF coordinates Erom their published 

epochs (both given at 1993 .O) to the observation epochs (1 995.5 18823 and 

1996.578371). 

Table 3.1 Residuals from the PrismTM ACP to WES2 baseline solutions. 

- 
DAY - 
WSJ 
1 90 

191 

213 

1 90 

191 

START SPAN 
- 
ACP 

ALGO 

ALGO 

ALGO 

STJO 

STJO 

AVG 
RMS 

[ mettes ] 

-0.1 O3 
-0.01 1 
-0.041 
0.054 

-0.01 8 
0.043 
0.087 

-0.007 
-0.01 0 
0.096 
0.105 
0.103 
4.630 

0.086 
0.31 7 

3.2.2 Processing the IGS Rinex data with pmise  orbits. 

Individual baseline solutions were obtained via Ashtech's PrismTM GPS software, using 

their ionosphere fkee LlC algorithm (which made no attempt at fixing the carrier phase 



arnbiguities) [Ashtech Inc., 19941. Ail available baselines (i.e., 27) between the ACP and 

Sussex stations were processed, as weil as the STJO-WES2 (1995), and the ALGO- 

WES2 (1995 and 1996) baselines. Table 3.1 shows the residuals achieved on the 643 km 

(ALGO) and 1572 km (STJO) long baselies to the ACP WES2 (considered known to 

approximateiy 2 cm). 

The mean ITRF93(1995.5 18823) and ITRF94(1996.57837 1) coordinates of 

station HT, fiom the ACP solutions of 1995 and 1996, were separately transformed into 

the ITRF92(1988 .O) coordinate system (see McCarthy, [ 19961). A mean ITRF92(1988.0) 

coordinate was then determined and transfomed into the WGS84(G730) coordinate 

system using the ITRF92 to WGS84(G730) transformation parameten given by Malys 

and Slater [1994, Table 6A]. The newly realised coordinates of station HT are presented 

in Table 3.2, together with the "old" values actually used in the Sussex project. 

Inconsistencies of approxirnately 11 m in longitude and 22 m in elevation were revealed, 

which wili affect the single epoch baseline solutions. It remains to be seen, however, 

whether the effects remain constant fkom epoch to epoch, and thus cancel out in the 

monitoring of displacements, or not. 

Table 3.2 Station HT absolute coordinates. 

A, 
h 

OLD 

45' 47' 06.6252" 

-65" 23' 44.5598" 

78.82 m 

NEW(WGS84) 

45" 47' 06.6065" 

-65' 23' 44.0326" 

57.06 m 

DIFF. [ml 

0.58 m 

-1 1.39 m 

21.76 m 



3.3 Orthometrie Heigbt of Station HT 

The absolute height of the levehg network was not as critical as that of the horizontal 

network. Consequently, the NBGIC published "orthometnc" heights were used; however, 

the published "geoidal heights" referred to the ATS77 datum and so they were not used. 

Selection of a stable point for the realisation of the vertical datum has fluctuated 

fiom year to year as the number of obsewing campaigns increased. Currently, station 

10894 is used as it not only appears to be stable but aiso spans ail of the observing 

campaigns. The orthometnc height assigned to this station was 22.230 m. In 1994, 

reciprocal zenith angles were observed between station HT and stations E4 and E5. The 

elevation of station HT was thus detennined fiom the 1994 levelling adjusted heights of 

stations E4 and E5 (station 10894 fixed) as 78.408 m. 

3.4 Local Geoidal Undulations 

The different height systems used by the GPS (ellipsoidal, h) and the levelling systems 

(orthometric, H) are reconciled through knowledge of the geoidal undulations. Such 

knowledge is now available from various agencies in the form of global, or regional, 

geoidal models, for which decimetre level relative accuracies (over 100 to 1000 km) have 

been reported (see, for example, Dodson [1995], Sideris [1993], and Forsberg and 



Madsen [1990]). in the case of small networks (Cl0 km), local corrections to a regional, 

or global, geoidal model can be estimated using the dserences between GPS and levelled 

heights. Simple interpolation schemes would then be used to obtain local "geoidal 

undulations" at the required stations (for exarnple, Fiedler [1992]). 

Due to an error in processing the GPS baselines with "orthometric" heights, use 

could not be made of the OSU89 (Ohio State University 1989) geoidal model (for 

exarnple) for a îïrst approximation of the local geoidal undulations. Consequently, the 

combination of GPS height dserences, b p s  , and levelled height dserences, AHL~v , 

were used to estimate local project corrections between the GPS and levehg height 

systems from the misclosures 

EW = U O P S  - m L E V  - ( 3 4  

The differences between levelled and GPS heights on the same points wiU be practicaliy 

invariant with respect to any slow deformation occumng at that point. Consequently, the 

difYerences between the levelling and GPS estimated heights, fiom 1992 to 1996, were 

used to model local (project) errors to the "geoidaî" heights as linear functions of the grid 

northings and eastings ( ni , ) about a local origin ( n, , e. ) located at station Al, i-e., 

=ao  +ai  -(ni -",,)+a, a(ei -e,) (3 -2) 

In this simpiified model, al1 station height differences (GPS minus levelling) were 

considered to have equal weight. Initial results with ail of the 1992 to 1996 campaigns 

revealed noticeable biases for some of the carnpaigns. Consequently, additionai "offset" 

parameters were added to equation (3.2) to model the biases of the 1993 and 1994 



carnpaigns (modeilrd via one parameter) and the 1996 campaign. Corrections for al1 

monuments were then estirnated fiom the final "local geoid" correction model, Le., 

E~ =a, +a, -(ni -n,)+a2 -(ei -e,)+6N,-, +6N9, , (3.3) 

where the offsets ONg3.% and SN% were applicable to the designated carnpaigns, only. 

Table 3.3 iists the regression parameters resulting fkom the above modehg, for which an 

a posteriori standard deviation of 6 mm and a range in residuals of 26 mm, was obtained. 

Table 3.3 Estimateci parameten of the local geoid correction model. 

1 Estimated Parameters. 1 

It should be noted that the aa parameter in equation (3.3) was to be interpreted as 

the (average fiom 1992 to 1996) geoidal height at station Al and, consequently, should 

have been around -20.1 m (according to the OSU89 model). Instead, it is an average 

dserence between the levelied and GPS height systems at station Al. 

a0 

-0.162 m 
8 1  

-3.1062~10~ 

-0.64 arcseconds 

a2 
+2.7113~10'~ 

+5.5 9 arcseconds 

6N93. w 
+0.007 m 

6N% 
-0.01 1 m 



Chapter 4 

Variance-Covariance Estimation 

The outcome of any least squares adjustment is infiuenced by the a priori variance- 

covariance matnx assigned to the observations. The integration of several dserent 

observation types into an analysis of deformations, as well as the need to monitor 

deformations with magnitudes approaching the observation accuracies themselves, has 

produced a requirement for more detail as to the structure and magnitude of the a prion' 

variance-covariance matrices of the observations. The stochastic models play several 

important roles in the processing and analysis of survey data, and consequently, in 

deformation monitoring. The most notable include: 

1. the assessment of observation quality (i.e., the decision to include or exclude); 

2. the assignrnent of relative weights (Le., the influence of an observable on the 

estimated parameters); and, in the case of deformation analyses; and 

3. the provision of a basis for the assessment of monument "stabiîity". 



The first, and last of these roles carry with them assumptions of nomality, i-e., that the 

observation errors follow a normal distribution. 

This chapter outlines the preparation of the a prion variance-covariances 

associated with the observables coUected as part of the Sussex project, namely: spint 

levelied height differences; traverse directions and distances; and GPS baseline 

wmponents. Generally, one method has been adopted for each observable type; however, 

the results of several investigations into alternative methods are presented and briefly 

discussed. 

The cctools" available for variance-covariance estimation on this project were 

limited to: a one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique (see Hamilton, [1964] 

and Searle, [1971], for details); ernpincal models describing the standard error associated 

with dflerent observables; and a limited version of the Iterated Minimum Nom Quadratic 

Estimation (IMINQE) algorithm [Chnanowski et al., 19941 (Also, see Chen, [1983], and 

Chen et al., [ l99Oa], for theoretical development and applications). 

4.1 Levelled Height Differences 

AU levelling network adjustments were performed with weights assigned on the basis of 

the number of setups required for the measurement of a section height dserence. This 

would have resulted in a cofactor matrix of the estimated heights fiom the least squares 



adjustment, rather than the required covariance matrix. To correctly scale the cofactor 

matrix a standard error of 0.3 mm was assigned to a single setup. Tbis approach is 

adequate for homogeneous data; however, with the levelling data collected via two crews 

(with two veiy different instruments), together with highly variable ground conditions, this 

presumption of homogeneity was not correct. 

The more conventional approach to levelling, is to assign weights on the basis of 

the standard deviation per square root kilometre of section length. This may be more 

appropriate for road work but probably not for off-road leveliing across rugged terrain. 

Nevertheless, both weighting schemes were applied to the 1994 levelling campaign 

(collected exclusively with the Leica NA3000 digital level, fiom which actual run lengths 

were available). A change in the estimated elevation of station ML23 (fmhest from "fixed 

station" 10894) of only 0.1 mm was noticed, with standard deviations of 2.7 mm and 

2.4 mm recorded for the "square root kilometre" and "number of setups" weighting 

schemes, respectively. Consequently, the "number of setups" scheme was not changed. 

W e  using the "setups" weighting scheme, a conflict arose when "meaned" 

section height dflerences (fiom forward and backward runs) were rnixed with "single" run 

height differences. Correct weighting required the meaned sections to have "half as many 

setups" as their single section counterpms, which led to confbsion in the physical meaning 

of the "standard error per setup" reference variance. Considering also, the very low 

redundancy attained with meaned section height dxerences (only one to three loops 

available), it was decided to enter all single section observables into the adjustment. This 

approach, however, also had a major drawback, namely that of correlation between 
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fonvard and backward mns. Any systematic error between these runs tended to arnplify 

the standard deviations of the final estirnateci elevations. Nso, correlation between the 

observables was in violation of the "independent" observations presumption resulting £tom 

a diagonal a priori cofactor matrix. Consequently, an analysis of the 1994 levehg data 

was performed to assess this problem. 

4.1.1 Fonvard versus Backward Section Correlation. 

Investigation of the correlation between forward and backward runs was perfomed only 

on the 1994 data, with a view to establishing the severity of the problem. Firstly, a rough 

estimate of the correlation between the fonvard and backward section height dEerences 

was obtained via separate Ieast squares adjustments using the "single", and the "meaned, 

section height dserences. The weighting scheme used in both cases was VA, where L 

was the section mn length in kilometres. The resulting a posteriori standard errors per 

square root kilometre were 1.39 mm and 0.32 mm for the single and meaned nins, 

respectively. Assuming that the variances of the forward (CF&) and backward (a2m-B) 

runs were equal (Le., dm-~ = a2rnB = dmo = 1. 392 mm2 ), and using the relationship, 

where am is the standard error of a meaned height dxerence (i-e., am = 0.32 mm), m . ~  is 

the correlation between the forward and backward runs. Then, an estimated correlation of 



M.89 was obtained for the 1994 data. This indicated that the least squares estimated 

variance-covariance matrix of the adjusted elevations, denved from single mn input data, 

was contaminated with systematic error. 

A second estirnate of the correlation was obtained using a technique outlined by 

Schmidt [1994]. This was a more detailed analysis in that it also estimated the correlation 

between the low- and high-scale section height differences of a single mn. Noting that, for 

a double-nin section, four observed height dBerences were collected: 

mm. fiom Forward mn, Low-scale readings; 
A.&+ fiom Forward mn, High-sale readings; 
~ B L  fiom Backward mn, Low-scale readings; 
L\HeH fiom Backward run, High -scale readings, 

from which three linear combinations, per section, were available for analysis, namely: 

where the mean section height difEerence is given by m. R then represents the 

discrepancy between the mean forward and mean backward height ciifferences, and D the 

discrepancy between the mean low-scale and mean high-scale height diierences. The R 

and D discrepancies above are biased according to section length, L, hence they were 

nomaiised, by dividing by a, prior to analysis. Figure 4.1 shows the resulting histograms 

(double-nins with unacceptable misclosures, which were re-levelled, are excluded), nom 

which the R discrepancies appear to have a non-central normal distribution (mean = +O. 80, 
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Figure 4.1 Histogram of Normalised Discrepancies from the 1994 Levelling Data. 

skewness = -0.36 and kurtosis = +0.04) and the D discrepancies are non-normal (mean = 

+O. 11, skewness = +1 .O1 and kurtosis = +4.06). 

The appiication of Schmidt's algorithm to the 1994 Sussex levelling data resulted 

in a strong correlation, +0.84, between the forward and backward mean height differences, 

and alrnost no correlation, -0.02, between the low- and hi&-scale mean height differences. 

The veiy low correlation between the low- and high-scale observations could have been a 

result of the altemating obsewing sequence used, i.e., BS-FS-FS-BS, FS-BS-BS-FS (see 

Chapter 2). Evidence of the systematic error is presented by way of graphs of the levelling 

lines, showing the accumulative normalised discrepancies, q in millimetres against the 

accumulative îine length in kilometres (see Figure 4.2). It should be noted, however, that 



none of the levehg iines analysed were observed f?om end-to-end, but rather, as 

disjointed sets of three to four consecutive sections, i.e., no chronologicai order is implied. 

1s . 

Accumulrted Distance [Km] 
c--C + lsigma ---- lsigma -R - - O - - D  

Figure 4.2 PCS 1994 Accumulated normdised discrepancies dong the 
Trans-Canada Eighway. 

Having established that correlation was present, an evaluation of the extent of the 

correlation, Le., whether it was common to ail sections, or just specific sections, was 

required. This final analysis was performed using the R discrepancies of equation (4.2b) 

and a one-way ANOVA (see Wassef [1987], Ebong [1985] and Chiarini and Pieri [ 197 11 

for examples of the use of the one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique with 

levelling discrepancies). 

The nui1 hypothesis, that al1   cl as^'^ discrepancy means were equal was tested via 

the ratio of the "between-classes'7 mean square error to the "within-classes7' mean square 

error, MSdMS, which has a Fisher distribution (see Hamilton [1964] for details). The 



Tabk 4.1 Susses 1994 Levelling Line Discrepancies . 

NORMALISED [ mmld km ] R DISCREPANCIES BY UNE. 

No. 
Mean 
Variance 

TCH 
1 .O4 
0.18 
0.85 
0.34 
0.75 
1 .Il 
t .39 
0.06 
1.39 
1 .O2 

-0.74 
2.29 
2.21 
3.57 
2.03 

-1 -37 
0.15 
0.91 

-0.91 
2 -09 
0.57 
2.65 
1.59 
23 

1 .O1 
1.40 

nuil hypothesis, that ali "class" discrepancy variances were equal was tested via Bartlett's 

Test [Hamilton, 19641. The ANOVA Tables, presented in Table 4.2, show the results of 

three different classifications, where the first two are according to the leveîied iines (see 



profiles of Figure 2.1) while the 1st was according to the section terrain type, i-e., paved 

or unpaved. 

Table 4.2 ANOVA Tables of the 1994 LeveUing Discrepaacies (R). 

AN0 VA with AU Levellin~ Lines 

- 

ANOVA without B Lin& 

The F-Test on the levelîing line "class means" failed at a 95% confidence level, 

which indicated that not aU line discrepancy means were equal. Inspection of Table 4.1 

clearly indicated Line B was dEerent (ii both magnitude and sign). To test the 

homogeneity of the remaining lines, the ANOVA was re-computed without the B-line. 

50 

Between-Lines 

Within-Lines 

Total 

AN0 VA of P d  and Unrraved Section Discrwancies. 

3.18 mm 

1.6 1 mm 

1.81 mm 

F = 3.90 

F(0.05, &ml = 2.05 

Faii 

80.96 

2 15.67 

296.64 

1.53 mm 

1.65mm 

1 -64 mm 

Between-Lines 

Within-Lines 

Total 

F = 19.21 

F(o.0~. 1.91) = 3.95 

Fail 

F = 0.86 

F(0.05,7,~)=2-l3 

Pass 

7 

78 

85 

16.35 

21 1.82 

228.16 

Between-Su daces 

Within-Surfaces 

Total 

8 

83 

91 

2.33 1 

2.716 

2.684 

53.348 

2.777 

3.967 

10.120 

2.599 

3.260 

7.30 mm 

1 -67 mm 

1.99 mm 

53.35 

252.69 

364.94 

1 

91 

92 



The F-Test now concluded that the nul1 hypothesis of equal class means could not be 

rejected at a 95% confidence level. In both cases, however, the Bartlett test concluded 

that the homogeneity of variances could not be rejected at a 95% level of confidence. It is 

noted that the leveliing line classification resulted in small sample sizes, which reduced the 

efficiency of the tests particularly Bartlett's test. 

Closer inspection of Table 4.1, and Figure 4.2, together with local knowledge of 

the area, indicated that the levehg line sections dong paved roads tended to exhibit the 

more dominant trends (notably large, positive discrepancies). Consequentiy, the section 

discrepancies were re-classined according to their terrain surfaces. Init idy  t his 

classification comprised three classes: pavement, gravel and grass, for which gravel and 

grass (with 20 and 16 degrees of fieedom, respectively) were very similar. The final 

classification was then reduced to two classes: paved and unpaved, with 54 and 37 

degrees of fieedom, respectively. The results of the ANOVA (Table 4.2) concluded that 

the "paved" and "unpaved" discrepancy means were difEerent, but that their variances 

could not be considered diEerent 00th conclusions taken at a 95% confidence level). 

A visual inspection of the distribution of the two class residuais, against both 

absolute section height dEerence and section length, did not reveal any systematic effect 

attributable to either of these two factors. It was concluded, that the 1994 levelling data 

from paved sections suffered fiom signincant systematic effects. The exact cause of this 

systematic error was not determined, nor was its presence in other campaigns established 

(although a preponderance of positive rnisclosure suggested its presence). 



4.2 Traverse Data. 

Due to problems encountered while using IM[NQE with the traverse data, the traverse 

variances were estimated via the traditional empincal models, using manufacturers 

estimates where available. The empirical models and comments on the fdure of the 

lMINQE to resolve direction and distance variances are presented below. 

4.2.1 Direction Variances. 

The conventional practice of estimating the a priori direction variances based on an 

empirical mode1 of independent component error variances has been used on this project. 

The variance of a direction, oi , was determined fkom 

2 
ai = Oir + ai, + O:, + o,, , (4.3) 

2 2 where ai, , a,, , O,, and cri, are the variance components attributed to reading, 

pointhg, levelling, and centring (instrument and target) errors, respectively. 

The Kem E2 and Leica TC2002 instruments used in Sussex both employed 

electronic reading systems, with display resolutions of 0.1 mgon (0.3") and O . l u ,  

respectively. The empirical evaluation of the readhg (only) accuracy associated with 

electronic theodolites is not as extensive as for their optic-mechanical counterparts. Leica 

b] claims a reading resolution of 0.03", although Wilkins [ 19891 reported that 

laboratory testing of the T2000 bredecessor to the TC2002) by Katowski and Salmiann 



[1983] resulted in a reading resolution of 0.05 mgon (0.15"). Santala and Parm [1994] 

used a "multiangle collimator" to also obtain a reading accuracy of 0.05 mgon for the 

T2000. In this analysis, a value of 0.25" was used as the a priori standard error 

component (of the total direction error) due to reading, which appears to err on the 

pessimistic side. 

The standard error component due to pointing is mostly charaaerised by an 

instrument's optical capabilities, i. e., its resolving power, but also includes the effects of 

target design, focushg errors, and refiaction. The pointing error component is generally 

given as the range 

30" 60" 
M-4% I a,, I M - d G  ' 

where M is the instrument magnincation (32x and 30x for Kem E2 and Leica TC2002, 

respectively) and n is the number of arcs observed. Based on the bulk of observed 

directions having lengths between 100 m and 500 m, as weii as the generaüy hostile 

(summer) observing conditions, the upper LUnit of this range was used on this project. 

The standard error component due to a leveüing error, G,, was practicaiiy 

negligible for two reasons. Fust, the dualaxis compensator used by both the Kern E2 and 

the Leica TC2002 (setting accuracy of 0.1") was set to automaticaily correct the 

horizontal directions for Mslevelhent error. Secondly, the contribution of this error is a 

function of the zenith angle, 2, to the target, Le., 

a,, = eV-Sine-CotZ , 



where 8 is the horizontal angle between the telescope and mislevellment planes. Apart 

from the slightly elevated station HT' ail others lay fairly close to a flat surface, resulting in 

a Cot Z very close to zero. 

apriori 
Stn. Adj.+ Cent- = 

O 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 

Distance [ml 

Figure 4.3 apn'ori and station adjustmeot atimated standard deviations of 
direction. 

The most dominant of the standard error components were those of instrument and 

target centring errors. The contribution of these errors (in metres) to the direction error is 

for which p" = 206264.8 and Dt is the distance (in metres) between the instrument and 

target (t). However, Blachut et al. [1979] show that the standard error component of 

centring on an angle B, obtained from two directions (to targets t 1 and t2), would then be 



where Dti - a is the distance between the two targets. 

Blachut et al. [1979] indicated that 0.5 mm per metre of tripod height can be 

expected for optical plumbing systems, which, given a setup height of 1.5 m, translates 

into a 0.75 mm centring error. While forced centring was employed wherever possible, not 

aii monuments were occupied by the instrument, additionally each day of traversing 

required independent setups. Consequently, this error was included in the estimation of the 

directional standard errors. 

As a cornparison, the a priori estimated direction accuracies are plotted against 

sight lengths in Figure 4.3 together with the conventional "station adjustment" estimates 

[see Rüeger, 19941. The sarne centnng error contribution, at both instrument and target, 

used for the a priori estirnates has been added to the station adjustment estimates. Spikes 

in the "station adjustment" estimates highiight potential problem directions. 

4.2.2 Distance Variances 

The general form of an observed EDM distance, Sob , taken from Blachut et al. [1979], 

with some notational changes based on Rüeger [1990] , is  

where A@ is the measured phase lead in radians; 



n, is the refiactive index of air; 

is an instrument reference refiactive index (set by the manufacturer); 

Q is the velocity of light in a vacuum (299 792 458 ms-'); 

f d  is the modulation fiequency; 

m is an integer number of fùli wavelengths over the m e a s u ~ g  path; 

Zo is a zero correction (caiibrated by user); and 

AS is a compound correction attributed to distance geometric reductions. 

Blachut et al. [1979], show that the variance of the observed distance can be decomposed 

into three components having the general fonn 

for which 

and a,, is the distance reduction error (formulated separately, as it is not directly part of 

the measurement). The sub-component errors comprise: q, an uncertainty in the 

propagation of light in a vacuum; a6 the error in the modulation fiequency; O,,, the 

uncertainty associated with the refiactive index of air (at the t h e  of observation); a*, an 

error in the phase-daerence determination; and az,,, the "zero correction" calibration 

error. 

Each of these errors is discussed in detail in Blachut et al. [1979], to which the 

interested reader is referred (see also Riieger [1990] for an extensive coverage of EDMs). 

However, the components a and b are generally given by the manufacturer's as values in 



miiiimetres and in parts-per-miiiion (pprn), respectively. The "distance reduction error" is 

dependent on the geometric reductions performed and thus the responsibility of the user to 

detemine. Similady, the "zero correction" should be calibrateci by the user, fiom which an 

estimate of its error should be made. 

It was hoped that the shortcomings associated with the empirical mode1 variance estimates 

could be overcome through implementation of the IMINQE algorithm. The observation 

equations of existing software [Chrzanowski et al., 19941, were formulated in a local 

horizon coordinate system, having its origin at the projection of the network centroid 

down ont0 the eiiipsoid. This required that the "spatial distances7' (for three-dimensional 

adjustrnents) had to be separately reduced to the eliipsoid, and that a two-dimensional 

network adjustment be performed for quality assurance. Consequently, only the 1993 and 

1994 traverse data were reprocessed for the MDVQE variance-covariance analysis. 

The IMINQE error structure models were [Chrzanowski et al., 19941, 

for the k distances measured with EDMs, and 



for the observed directions. 

Despite repeated attempts, the use of estimated coordinates fkom a successful 

horizontal least squares adjustment (of the same data set), the removal of outliers and the 

use of appropriate a priori estimates for the variance components (recornmendations of 

Caissy, [1994]), the distance and direction (both individually and combined) processing via 

IlMINQE failed to converge. This was most unfortunate as IMINQE was to be used, not 

only to corroborate the distance and direction variances, but also as the basis upon which 

to integrate the traverse and GPS stochastic models into a combined least squares 

adjustment . 

Speculation on the above failure focused on data inconsistency and poor network 

configuration. Also, the direction error structure mode1 used by IMINQE (see equation 

(4.12)) did not permit distance dependency. A few very short sightings (C10m) were 

removed fiom the data set, but this did not resolve the IMINQE divergence. 

4.3 GPS Baselines. 

As described in Chapter 2, the prirnary GPS baselines were processed using Ashtech's L1 

solution, Le., single fiequency static double differences (see Ashtech Inc., [1992], [ 19931, 

and [1994]). Part of their solution was a correlation rnatrix and standard deviations for the 

AX, AY and A2 baseline components. These "Ashtech estimates" were used throughout 



this project for a priori estimation of the GPS variances-covariances. Where the "GPS 

only" least squares adjustment fded the X2 Test on the variance factor on the "too 

optimistic" side (Le., aposterion variance factor greater than one), and ail "blunders" had 

been resolved, then the a posteriori variance factor was used to scale the "Ashtech" 

covariances in preparation for the final combined (traverse and GPS) adjustment. This 

action was taken under the assumption that the Ashtech "error structure" was correct but 

that its magnitude was not. As an independent check, the GPS observables were submitted 

to the lMINQE algorithm. Results of the two approaches are bnefly discussed below. 

4.3.1 Ashtech Estimated Covariances. 

While the algorithm behind Ashtech's LINECOMP (versions 4.5 and 5.0) solution 

diffierences [Ashtech Inc., (1992) and Ashtech hc., (1994)] was not known, the 

magnitudes of the baseline component standard deviations appeared to be reasonable and 

were therefore used in the first "quaiity controi" runs (dso based on the experiences of 

Walford [1995]). This appearance was later justified by the acceptance of the X* Tests on 

the a posteriorz variance factors resulting from the "GPS only" adjustments (see Table 

4.3, for the a posteriori variance factors fiorn 1992 to 1996, inclusive). The 1992 X2 Test 

on the variance factor failed due to over-optimistic a priori estimates, while epochs 1993 

to 1995 all passed, and 1996 also fded, but this time due to over-pessimistic estimates. 



Table 4.3 Results of the %PS only" tbre+dimeasiond nehvork adjustments. 

4.3.2 IMINQE Covariances. 

An independent anaiysis o f  the GPS covariances was conducted ushg IIIiIINQE. The error 

Variance Factor 
Degrees Of Freedom 

2 Test on V. F. 

structure mode1 used by the IMINQE algorithm was [Chnanowski, et al., 19941 

where S was the baseline length, the off-diagonal elements were calculated as, 

1992 
1 MO7 

54 
Fail 

and the h a 1  covariance matrk was then obtained from, 

1993 
1.0094 

33 

Pass 

1994 
0.9485 

42 
P a s  

1995 
0.737 1 

108 

Pass 

1996 
0.6170 

66 
Fail 



Conversion from Cartesian to curvilinear coordinate components wes peiformed by the 

IMINQE software prior to the above error modelling [Chrzanowski, et al., 19941. 

h dl, up to nine variance components could be accountd for; however, not ail of 

them were appropriate. A final set of estimated components was obtained by starting with 

al1 nine and sequentiaily removing the most insignificant (see Chrzanowski et al. [1994]), 

until only significant ' (at 5% or less) components remained. The "signincant" components 

were then used to formulate the a priori GPS baseline variance-covariance matrices. 

4.3.3 Comments on Ashtech and IMINQE Covariances. 

In order to make a cornparison between the Ashtech and IMINQE covariances, an 

"average covariance m a t s  was computed f?om ail of the Ashtech correlation matrices of 

the non-trivial primary GPS baseline solutions. Similady, "average standard deviations" 

for the AX, AY and A2 baseline components were computed. The "average covariances" 

from each campaign were in a Cartesian geocentric coordinate system, hence they were 

transfonned into a local geodetic coordinate system with its origin at D7 (centraliy located 

within the network). 

For analysis purposes the covariance matrices were decomposed into three parts: 

a scalar; a diagonal matrix of normalised standard deviations ( o ' ~  , C T * ~  , a'& and a 

The term "significance", in statistics, is synonymous wiîh the phrase "signifïcance lwel of a tesi" and 
refers to the probability of a Type 1 error. It is commoniy designated as either, the probabüity s or the 
percentage 10001%. The tem uconfidenœ", is then either, (lu), or 100(1u)% [Hamilton, 19641. 
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correlation matrix, such that, 

corn which, for exarnple, 

2 
2 ' 

Q : ~  = Y -(O&) , and 0,- = Y  =Q; -PA, - (4.17) 

A rough indicator of the magnitude of the various three-dimensional covariances is now 

represented by the scalar y (converted to millimetres), while the relative contributions of 

the baseline component standard errors are represented by CF'& , a'& , . AS usual, the 

correlation between the baseline components is represented by, p b a ,  for exarnple. The 

above elements, from both the Ashtech (type - A) and IMINQE (type - 1) covariances, are 

presented in Table 4.4. Similarly, the standard deviations of the baseline components, in 

rnillirnetres, are presented in Table 4.5. 

The reader is reminded that the Ashtech covariances presented here are network 

averages, caiculated for the sake of comparison, and were not those used with any 

particular baseline. One of the advantages of the Ashtech estimates were that they varied 

in accordance with the strength of the baseline solution, i.e., weakly resolved arnbiguities 

in the L1 double dflerence solution were represented by larger variances and covariances. 

While W Q E ,  due most probably to a limited variation in the magnitudes of the baseline 

components, resulted in the sarne covariance matrix for each baseline, insensitive to any 



dficulties encountered in the baseline solution (e.g., power outages, obstructed satellite 

visibility, etc.). 

Table 4.4 Structure of Ashtech and IMINQE Covariance Matrices. 

Estimate 

With the exception of the 1992 height component (5.0 ppm) and the 1995 

longitude component (2.4 mm and 1.7 ppm), the IMINQE variance components were aii 

resolved as "constants", which resulted in the sarne a priori covariance matrix for each of 

the GPS baselines. The values shown in Table 4.4 for the 1992 height, and 1995 longitude 

cornponents, were based on a 1.5 km long baseiine, typical of the Sussex GPS networks. 



Table 4.5 Ashtech and IMINQE Standard Deviations. 

Inspection of Table 4.4 shows that the Ashtech "average" estimates are very 

consistent in structure fkom year to year, despite quite dflerent network geometries and 

observation numbers. Also, the Ashtech average covariances indicate zero correlation 

between the three baseline components in the local geodetic coordinate system. The 

IMINQE structure, on the other hand, shows a sirnilar structure for the basetine 

component variances, but variable structure in the correlations. It does, however, 

consistently indicate minor correlation between the two horizontal components (causing a 

rotation of the absolute (point) error ellipses away fiom the typical North-South 

orientation resulting fiom > a*). Finally, the magnitudes of the IMINQE covariances 

(partialiy due to the correlations) are consistently smailer than the average Ashtech 

magnitudes (which, with the exception of 1992, produced variance factors less than unity). 
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Based on the above, there did not seem to be any advantage gained through the 

use of the W Q E  covariances in favour of the Ashtech estimates. Use of the Ashtech 

estirnates enabled any subsequent least squares adjustments to stay "in tune" with the 

single baseline solution "ambiguity fixing'7 results. Thus7 they provided the covariance 

"structure", but occasiondy had to be "re-scaied (e-g., by the GPS only minimum 

constraints aposteriori variance factor) ifthey caused the failure of the x2 Test. 

4.4 Scaiing of Heterogeoeous Covariances. 

Failure of the IMïNQE aigorithm to converge during the estimation of traverse covariance 

components, necessitated an alternative technique for "relatively scaiing" the observation 

group covariances in the combhed adjustment. The technique used was that of iterated 

least squares. Gruendig il9851 shows that, assuming gross errors have been removed in 

previous minimum constraint solutions, the reference variance may be estimated by a 

group (k) of observations (numbering ni; for the k' group) as, 

where vk , Pt are the vector of residuals and a priori weight matrix, respectively, for the 

klh group of observations. The group redundancy is represented by the scalar a , which is 

the sum of the redundancy numbers, rj , of the individual observations in group k. The j' 



redundancy number is, in tum, the j' diagonal element of the product, C, -CU. If the 

group estimated reference variance, 6io, diiers 6om the global reference variance, 6:, 

then the respective observation weights are pre-multiplied by ô:, 16: and re-adjusted. 

Unfomnately, the redundancy numbers are diEcult to obtain as the covariance 

matrix of the estimated residuals, Cw , is computationally expensive and was not available 

fiom GeoLabTM BitWise Ideas Inc., 19931. However, an estimated standard deviation of 

the jh estimated residual, et,, was available, hence, for r4, observations in group k, the 

quantity 

was computed as an approximate redundancy number, assuming mutually independent 

observations within the group [Snay, 19891. An estimate of the reference variance could 

then be obtained from the kh observation group as [Snay, 19891 

1 "' Vj 
S: =--c(vT)~ , where vj =- , 

f k  j=i  Qtj  

(note that the residual is normalised via the a priori standard error of the observation, and 

not the more usual standard error of the residual). Snay [1989] points out that if' the a 

priori variances of the k" group observables dif5er fiom their true values by a common 

factor, then s 2 k  has been shown mom et al., 19751 to provide an "Alrnost Unbiased 

Estimate" of this factor. 



As considerable effort had been put into the a priori group variances, particularly 

in ternis of separate minimum constraints adjustments, it was expected that only relative 

group weights would be required to correctly s a l e  the group variances in the combined 

adjustment. Consequently, a routine was written which would cornpute the approximate 

group redundancy numbers, equation (4.19), and estimated variance factors, s 2 k  , Eom the 

GeoLabTM output data. These values were then used to re-scale the group (directions, 

distances by EDM type, prirnary GPS baselines, and secondaxy GPS observations) a priori 

variances for a subsequent adjustment, of which only one was ever needed. Results of this 

procedure, as applied to the 1992 to 1996, carnpaigns are reported in Chapter 5. 



Chapter 5 

Integrated, Single Epoch Adjustments 

The classical approach to the adjustment of terrestrial networks has been to separate the 

observations for either a vertical (trigonometnc- and spirit-leveiling) or horizontal (angles, 

directions, azimuths and distances) adjustment. Horizontal observations were "reduced" to 

a reference eiiipsoid or mapping plane, while vertical observations were "reduced" to a 

local horizontal plane or the geoid. This approach was used to simplify the mathematics 

and (manual) numencal processing. Additionally, the nature of the observations tended to 

support this approach as the correlation between horizontal and vertical dimensions was 

minimal, leading to the equivalence of the separate and combined adjustment approaches. 

The introduction of three-dimensional extraterrestrial observations, most notably 

GPS, together with an international move towards global datums (and the subsequent re- 

adjustment of national networks thereon), has conferred greater recognition on the three- 

dimensional least squares adjustment. 

A three-dimensional adjustment of terrestrial observations has t hree major 
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advantages over the classical separate adjustment approach. Firstly, no geometrical 

reductions to the ellipsoid are required [Vincenty, 1980; VaniEek and Krakiwsky, 19861, 

secondly, 'Tt is ... theoreticaily more accurate because it does not impose any restrictions 

on the lengths of the lines nor on the extent of the network" mcenty,  19801, and finaiiy, 

the concept is more " ... perspicous, particularly when applied in combination with three- 

dimensional observations" [Vincenty, 19821. 

A drawback of the the-dimensional "horizontal" adjustment is in the case of 

weakly deterrnined heights, and how to deal with them in the adjustment. Vincenty [1980] 

presents several options for a "height-controiied three-dimensional adj ustment" in eit her 

the X,Y,Z Conventional Terrestrial (C.T.) coordinate system or the u,v,w Local 

Astronomie (L. A.) system. Additiondy, Bowring [ 19801, Vincenty [ 1 9821 and S teeves 

[1984] present the three-dimensional "height-controlled" adjustment in the x, y, z local 

geodetic coordinate system. This latter method appears to be that used by the three- 

dimensional least squares adjustment software, GeoLabn", which was used exclusively in 

this project. Appropriately, a review of the local geodetic observation equations follows. 

5.1 Observation Equations in the Local Ceodetic System 

Steeves [1984] states that it is simpler to formulate the observation equations in either the 

local astmnomic or local geodetic coordinate systems, than in the geodetic coordinate 

system. As terrestriai observations are collected in a local astronomicd system, it seems 

logical to use this systern in preference to a local geodetic system. However, Steeves 
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[1984] shows a preference for the local geodetic system where a "height-controlled" 

adjustment is required. 

Preference for the selection of the local geodetic system (over the local astronomic 

system) in which to form the observation equations is provided via reference to Figure 5.1. 

It can be seen that incremental (horizontal) adjustment corrections (Su, 6v) in a local 

local rrstronomic 
(u, Y )  plane 

- -  - 

L elhipsoidal normal 

Figure 5.1 Change in h due to a shift in the L.A. system (der  Steeves [1984]). 

\ 
tangent tu 
phnbiine Y. 

astronomical system theoretically leads to a change, 6h, in ellipsoidal height (proportional 

/' 

to the deflection of the vertical at P). The corresponding corrections in a local geodetic 

at P \ 

P 0 - m - -  

fie-' ----- 
- - O - -  h 

system, however, induce insignificant change (provided the initial position of P is known 

to within a few tens of metres). Bowring [1980] provides an example where an inclination 

of 60" between the local astronomic and local geodetic planes could lead to a height 

separation in excess of 0.5 mm for only a 2 m horizontal shift while an 80 m shift in the 
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local geodetic plane would be required to produce a similar height displacement. 

As the local geodetic system is defined separately at each station in the network, 

the estimated "horizontal" corrections (Sx, 6y) have to be transformed into their 

corresponding geodetic coordinate corrections (w, 6X) via [Steeves, 19841 

W i  = ~ x i / ( ~ i  + hi) 6hi = 6yi / ( (~ i  + hi)  *c*s+~) ( 5 -  1) 

where p, and u, are the radii of curvature of the reference ellipsoid in the meridian and 

prime vertical, respectively, at station i. Additionaliy, coefficients for the terrestrial 

observation equations are formulated in terms of C.T. Cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z) and 

astronomical coordinates (a, A). These coordinates are computed fkom the initial 

geodetic coordinates for each station in the network (with the exception of those stations 

at which a, A are observed). Figure 5.2 shows a general procedure for the three- 

dimensional "height-controlled adjustment of terrestrial observations. 

Derivations for spatial distance, azimuth, unoriented direction and three- 

dimensional coordinate difference observation equations, including a review of the 

coordinate systems involved, can be found in Steeves [1984]. A sumrnary of these 

observation equations, together with comments as to the use (in this project) of any 

"auxiliary" parameters is presented below and in the foilowing subsections. 

The fùnctional mode1 of the least squares adjustment cm be written in the 

parametic fonn 



COMPUTE 1 

EYTRACTOarERYED 
L a A t  ASTRO. COORDS. ([) COMPUTE 

LOCAL ASTRO. COORDS. ([) 
EVALUATE COEFF'S OF 

OBSERVATION EQUA T M  

ESTLIIATE LÉAST SQUARES 
L G. COORD. CORRECTIONS 

LG. CURR 'S -> G. CORR'S 

UPDA TE 
GE0DET.IC COORD'S 

<&>("") 
CONVERGENCE USER SELECTED COORD 'S 

4 , A ;  N ,  E ,  O ;  X , Y ,  Z 

Figure 5.2 Fiow cbart for a thmdimensionai height-controlkd terrestrial 
adjustment. 



where the elements of the design matrix A (coefficients of the observation equations) are 

fiormulated as fùnctions of the C.T. Cartesian and astronomie coordinates using the 

following quantities [Steeves, 19841 ': 

c i = - ~ i n < P ~ * ( c o s h ~ * M ~ ~ + s i n A ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ) + c o s < ~ ~ * M ~ ~  ; (5.2) 

di = -sinAi -AXij +cosAi *AYij ; (5-3) 

mi = sinai -(sin hi xi - coshi ; (5 -4) 

S$=AX{+AY:+AZ: ; (5 .5 )  

AX,, = X j  -Xi , AY,, =Y,-Y, , AZ, = Zj -Zi  ; and (5 -6) 

The subscripts i and j refer to the "fiom'' and "ton stations, respectively, of an observation 

and pi is the "equatorial distance" [Steeves, 19841 of station i. The misclosure vector, f ,  is 

the digerence between the input observation and its computed (via pnor estirnates) 

counterpart . 

5.1.1 Spatial Distance Observation Equations 

Observation data input to the three-dimensional adjustrnent (GeoLabm) had to be reduced 

to the straight line distance between the two station markers (referred to as spatial, or 

mark-to-mark, distances). In the context of this project, two sources of spatial distances 

Ci and di are the horizontal coordinate components (u, v) of station j in the L. A. system of station i. 
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were used: EDM and GPS, where the latter has only been used in the 1995 campaign. In 

the case of EDM measurements, the raw observations had to be comected for atmospheric 

and instrument errors, as weU as for the offset heights of the instrument and reflector 

above their respective station markers (see Chapter 2). 

EDMs were used in aii carnpaigns, with two or more used in the eariier carnpaigns. 

Caiibration of these instruments included only the instruments "zero error" but not its 

scaie factor. Consequently, the issue of datum scale was tackied in the combined GPS and 

terrestrial adjustment through the inclusion of an ''auxiijary" scaie parameter (k) in the 

terrestrial distance observation equations. In a similar manner, an "auxiliary" constant 

parameter (c) was available in GeoLabm for the modelling of an "offset" enor [BitWise 

Ideas Inc, 19931. 

The linearised observation equation for an observed spatial distance ( S d ,  as a 

ftnction of local geodetic coordinate corrections (6x, 6y); corrections to the scale 

auxiliary pararneter (6k); and corrections to the constant awiliary pararneter (6c), was 

presented by Steeves [1984] as: 

v, = a ,  -6x, +a, *6y, +a, -Sxj +a, 4 y ,  -SO 4k-6c+f3  (5.8) 

where v, is the distance residual and f ,  the distance misclosure. The coefficients a; 

(elements of the design matrk A) are evaluated from 

ai = -(ci + mi di)/sO a l  = -(di - mi . ci)/sO 

a3 =-(cj +mj*dj)/s0 a4 =-(cij -mj*cj)/sO 

where 



(S. 10) 

nom which the misclosure is computed, using 

constant and scaie auxiiiary parameters, as: 

f, =SO -s, -(l+kO)*cO -kO -sO 

the updated values, c0 and ko, of the 

(5.1 1) 

It is noted that the scale, k, is treated in the observation equations as a "parts per million" 

@pm) factor for numerical reasons, Le., absolute scale is L + k g  10" . 

5.1.2 Spatial Direction Observation Equations 

The direction observation equation is analogous to that of the azirnuth equation, to which 

an unknown "adiaiy" onentation pararneter is attached. An awriliary onentation 

pararneter is assigned to each "set" of directions emanating tiom the same instrument 

setup. This process was performed automatically by GeoLabm, based on the identification 

of direction sets at data input [BitWise Ideas Inc., 19931. The GeoLabTM adjustment, 

however, did not permit output of the orientation unknowns as they were considered 

"nuisance" parameters [BitWise Ideas Inc., 19931. 

The linearised equation for an observed spatial direction (dh) is given [Steeves, 

19841 by 

vd =a1 *6xi +a2 *@i +a3=6xj +a4 =6yj-pw*6R+fd (5.12) 

where vd is the direction residual; fc is the direction misclosure; 6R is the correction to the 

direction orientation il; and p" = 206264.806. The coefficients are then evaluated fiom 
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where 

2 2 D? =ci +di 

and the new quantities qi , q 2  are evaluated from 

q2 =ci S ~ 0 s M - d ~  asinq - s i n M  

using 

M i = A j - A i  . 

Steeves [1984] suggests that the initial value of the orientation unknown, no, be 

computed using the (numencaüy) smaiiest "observed direction" as the "reference origin" 

direction, dR0, Le., 

R0 = aïctan(di /ci) -dm (5.18) 

where the quantities e and di are the "horizontal coordinates" (North and East, 

respectively) of the observed station (referred to by the direction) in the local astronomie 

coordiate system of station i. The direction misclosure, Q, would then be detennined 

fiom 



5.1.3 GPS Coordinate Diffennce Observation Equatioas 

GPS observations do not suffer fiom as weak a vertical dimension as their terrestriai 

counterparts consequently their observation equations do not need the special treatment 

rendered to the terrestrial observations. Their observation equations could be formed in 

the global C.T. Cartesian coordinate system. However, when integrated with terrestrial 

observations in a "height-controUed" three-dimensional adjustment, it is necessary to 

fomlate the observation equations in the same local geodetic coordinate system. 

Vincenty [1982, with notation altered] derives the equation for the observed three- 

dimensional coordinate dinerences (a, Ayobr, mob), as 

where 4.) is the point transformation matrix fiom geodetic to local geodetic coordinates, 

e-g., at station i 

- s i n ~ , ~ c o s h ,  - ~ i n + ~ - s i n A ~  cos+, 

cos hi 

cosOi cosX, cosO, sin Xi  sind+ 

ox, OY, OZ are auxiliary "rotation" parameters around the X, Y, Z axes, respectively, 

having the configuration matrix, 

AU, = 



for which the computed coordinated differences are as per equation (5.6); and the scale 

difference, k, is analogous to that described in the spatial distance obsewation equations. 

GeoLabm [BitWise hc., 19931 permitted the inclusion of the geocentric-rotations 

and scale awiliary parameters into the adjustment; however, the size of the moni to~g 

network (approxirnately 7.5 km x 2.5 km) was far too srnail to resolve these "global" 

rotation parameters (Vincenty 11982, p.2401, reports problems even on a continental 

extent). Also, the GPS observations had been selected (see Chapter 3) to redise the datum 

scale hence, no auxiiiary scale (difference) parameter was used (although it could have 

been used to investigate scale consistency between GPS observation sessions). 

5.2 Algebraic Review of the Single Epoch Adjustment 

"The classical way of defining (realising) the datum of a geodetic network is to delete 

those columns of the design matrix A ... which refer to the parameters being kept fixed 

[Caspary, 19871; often referred to as a "zero-variance computational baseyy, since all 

variances are estirnated relative to those of the fixed points. More ofien, though, the 

network is constrained to a particular azimuth, rather than to the coordinates of two 

points. In this case the azimuth is entered as an observation with infinite weight - rather 

than being tagged as a "constraint equation" by GeoLabm. This is just an extended case 

of the "zero-variance computational base", i.e., with pseudo-observations. A short review 

of the "zero-variance computational basey' algorithm based on that of Caspary [1987] is 
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presented below as a link between the observation equations of section 5.1 above and the 

trend analysis of the next Chapter. 

Ifthe d " ~ e ~ i ' ~  parameters (coordinates in this case) of the full model are sorted so 

as to reside in the last d positions of the parameter vector, then the partitioned pararnetnc 

model is of the hear form, cf equation (5.3), 

where 6 ,  and 6 ,  represent the estimated 

respectively; P is the observation vector; 

corrections to the fiee and fixed parameters, 

v is the vector of residuals; and A, are the 

respective design matrices for 6 ,  and 6,. Since Az covers the datum deficiency, d, of the 

network (after pseudo-observations have been considered), then if Al is of fiiil column 

rank the columns of A2 will be linear combinations of the columns of Ai. Hence, 

A , - L = A 2  

for some matrix L, which after substitution into equation (5.23) yields 

v+!-A, . L * 6 ,  = A l  '6,  (5.25) 

which is now a model of full rank. The general solution of the free parameters is then, 

which implies that the "fixed" parameters are undefined and consequently their corrections 

fiom each iteration remain the same. Generaiiy, however, these parameters are only 

coordinates and are defined to be equal to theu a priori coordinate values, which implies 

that the 2, corrections equate to zero. This more specific case reduces equation (5.26) to 



the more farniliar form: 

In both cases, Caspary [1987] gives the cofactor matrix as 

fkom which the aigorithms' name derives (i.e., 42, = O implies the computational base, 

or datum constraints, has "zero variance"). Interpretation, therefore, of the subsequent 

variances is of a relative nature, i.e., with respect to the computational base. 

The cofactor matrix output by GeoLabm is equivalent to Qk,, of (5.28), which 

excludes any uncertainties associated with the fixed station(s). As a full network cofactor 

matrix was required for subsequent processing (trend analysis and displacement 

modeüing) the GeoLabm cofactor matrix had to be expanded through the inclusion of 

rows and columns of zeros equal to the number of fixed coordinates. 

In practice, considerably more effort then simply adding rows and columns of 

zeroes was required in the preparation of the GeoLabm data for subsequent analysis. 

Most notably, for the two-dimensional horizontal analyses, the geodetic coordinates (q, h) 

and their local geodetic covariancesf (m2), had to be rigorously transformed ont0 a 

"project" mapping plane; for which the New Brunswick Stereographic Double Projection 

was used (see Thomson et al. [1977], for projection definitions and algorithrns). The 

GeoLabm produces curvilinear geoûetic mrdinate (9, A) variancesawariances in a Ilocal gdetic 
mrdinate system using linear (metres or feet) uni& PitWise Inc., 1993, p.4-151. 
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"project" mapping plane, however, was not the official Wew Brunswick mapping plane". 

5.3 The Integrated Terrestrial and GPS Adjustments. 

While the traverse data was integrated with the GPS observed baselines in a combined 

network adjustment, predominantly of the horizontal components, the levelling data was 

adjusted separately . This section presents the procedures used and the results obtained 

fiom the campaign adjustments. 

Table 5.1 95% Point standard deviations estimated via LeveUing and GPS. 

1994 1-D 95% Standard Devi 
STATION 

10894 / HT 
9637 
22798 
24740 

A l  
A10 

B6 
C6 
D7 
El 
ES 
F2 
G3 
6 7  
ML4 
ML23 

ions [ml 

lGPS] 
o. 0000 

0.0 128 

0.0 126 
0.0 1 O9 

0.0127 

0.0 140 

0.0130 

0.0 127 

0.0 107 
0.0079 

0.0 102 

0.0 1 14 
0.0083 

0.0087 

0.0 13 1 
0.0088 



5.3.1 Levelling rad GPS. 

The smd extent of the Sussex network (only 7.5 km x 2.5 km), together with tripod 

setups for the GPS antennae, were not conducive to an improvement in the levelling-only 

estimated devations via an integration of the two. Table 5.1 shows the 95% confidence 

intervals for the 1994 levelling and GPS estimated heights. Although both systems are 

referred to dif5erent minimum constraints, the magnitudes of the GPS estimates are 

consistently larger than their levelling counterparts. 

Table 5.2 Annual bisses in the Local Geoidal Unddation models. 

WMe attempting to mode1 the local geoid corrections using the levelled and GPS 

detemiined heights fkom carnpaigns 1992 to 1996, inclusive, a systematic trend was 

noticed in the carnpaign residuals. Table 5.2 shows the "relative vertical offsets" for the 

annual GPS-Levebng dserences, estimated for each campaign with respect to the first 

campaign. Also shown in Table 5.2 are the equivaient verticai offsets obtained at a nearby 

salt and potash mine, Potacan Mining Co. (located approximately 30 km SW of P.C.S. 

and always observed afier the P.C.S. campaigns). While the two trends appeared to be 

suspiciously s idar  in nature, no further investigation has as yet been perfomed. 

Year P. C. S. Potacan 



It was concluded, from the above, that integrating the levelling and GPS data for 

analysing vertical displacements on this project was udikely to improve upon the levelling 

data. Instead, effort was directed towards horizontal integration. 

5.3.2 Traversing and GPS. 

Integration of the traverse and GPS data into a least squares network adjustment was not 

a one step operation, even &er the data pre-processing of Chapter 2, but rather a 

sequence of several adjustment stages. 

Stage one was in fact the least squares adjustment of the levehg data, this had to 

precede the "horizontal" adjustment as it was the primary source of height information 

(i.e., the most complete source). These heights, despite remaining fixed in the "horizontal" 

adjustments played a significant role in the final solution as poor "fked heights" led to 

erroneous distance reduction within the three-dimensional height controiied system. The 

heights required for temporary stations were detemiined separately through the 

combination of the final leveiied heights and the zenith distance derived height daerences. 

Stage two of the process involved the separate adjustments of the traverse and 

GPS data. The prhary purpose of these adjustments was to check the intemal consistency 

of the data, Le., to search for and correct, where possible, blunders. In the case of 

traversing this second stage was also used to generate and check the approximate 

horizontal coordinates of temporary stations (where approxhate coordinates for the 

permanent stations were obtained from the previous years' final estimates). In the case of 



GPS baseline adjustments, for which the PrismYGPPSm assigned covariances were 

adopted, the estimated variance factor was used to scale the a prion variances if the x2 

Test on the variance factor failed. Table 4.3 shows a steady decline in the variance factor 

estirnated for the 1992 through 1996 primary GPS network adjustments, with 1992 and 

1996 failing the X2 Test due to "too optimistic" and b'too pessimistic" a priori estimates, 

respectively. 

Stage three of the adjustment process involved the detemination of "local geoidal 

undulations" for ail stations used in the "horizontal" network, based on the modelling 

outlined in Chapter 3. Only the primary GPS network stations were used for this purpose. 

Results of the combined 1992 to 1996 modelling of the bLlocal geoidal undulations" 

indicated different campaign specinc vertical offsets of the order of 1 cm were required, 

which precluded the adoption of a single "local geoidal model", applicable for al1 

campaigns: past, present and future. 

Stage four involved the merging of the traverse, GPS primary (and secondary for 

the 1995 and 1996 campaigns) and the "local geoidal undulations" data into the first 

combined adjustment. Auxiîiary scale factors were, at this stage, assigned to al1 distance 

observations, including the GPS derived distances of 1995. This left the GPS coordinate 

difference observations to redise the scale of the network. The ciiierence between this and 

the h a 1  adjustment was that the a prion' variances for the ditFetent observation types 

were used, as outlined in Chapter 4. Again, the detection of outüers was performed but 

generaiiy, at this stage, those found tended to be more a result of inappropriate weighting 

than blunders and were predomhantly associated with directions. Also, as the fixed 



traverse heights were from the levehg adjustment, the "orthometric" height of the k e d  

station, HT, was held fixed rather than its ellipsoidal counterpart. This permitted the 

ellipsoidal estirnate to change in the adjustment in a manner similar to those of the other 

GPS occupied stations. 

Table 5.3 Statistical Summary of the Final Horizootaï Network Adjustments. 

The final stage comprised a re-adjustment with scaled group a priori variances. 

Residuai Criticai Value Type 
Residual Critical Value 
Number of Flagged Residuais 
Convergence Cnterion [ m ] 
Fia1 Iteration Count 

Confidence Level ( ?h j 
Estimated Variance Factor 
Degrees of Freedom 

lower limit 
Test on Variance Factor 

upper limit 

The basis for the re-assignment of group weights (via scaling group variances) was the 

analysis of the residuals, nomalised by the a priori standard deviations of the associated 

1992 

Tau Max 
3 -8794 

O 

0.0005 
3 

95 .O 

1.2243 
93 

0.9365 

Pass 
1.6692 

observations (not the standardised residuals output by the adjustment and used for data 

snooping purposes). This technique, while not rigorous in the presence of correlated 

observations, was outlined in Chapter 4. The estimated group scale factors used are 

1993 

Tau Max 
4.042 1 

O 

0.0005 
4 

95 .O 

1 -0331 
258 
- 

0.8757 

Pas 
1.2375 

presented in Tables 5.4-5.6. In al1 cases, 1992 to 1996, the re-weighted adjustment passed 

1994 

Tau Max 

4.0505 

O 

0.0005 
3 

95.0 

1.0891 
267 

0.9257 

Pass 
1.3004 

1995 

Tau Max 
3.8407 

O 

O. 0005 

3 
95 .O 

1.0138 
152 

0.8 195 

Pass 
1.2867 

the X2 Test on the variance factor, so that no iterative re-weighting was required. Table 

1996 

Tau Max 
4.0025 

O 

0.0005 
3 

95 .O 

1.1626 

253 

0.9839 

Pass 

1.395 1 



5.4 gives the statistical surnmaries resulting from each of the ka i ,  combined adjustments, 

where the number of flagged residuals does not include those observations removed fiom, 

or individuaiiy re-weighted within, the adjustment. It does, Iiowever, indicate that ail 

outliers were accounted for. 

Table 5.4 Synopsis of Horizontal Nehvork Direction Residuals 

No. 
135 174 
255 126 

254 / 26 

29 15 

139 / 9 

Year 
1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

Instrument 
Kem E2 
Kem E2 

Leica TC2002 
Leica TC2002 
kica TC2002 

5.4.3 Comments on the Horizontal Adjustmeot. 

Re-weight 
2.422 
3.034 

1.624 

1.997 

1 -49 1 

Many items worth noting were encountered during the various "horizontal" adjustments; 

however, only a few of the more signincant ones are commented on here. The fist sub- 

section deals with general data problems while the second looks at the 1995 and 1996 

secondary GPS schemes. As a rough indicator of the accuracies achieved by the different 

observables, a list of the root mean square (rms) enon of their residuals was compiled for 

each campaign and presented in Tables 5.4 to 5.6 (in which: No. = TotaVUnique number 

of observables; RN = approximate Redundancy Number; mis = root mean square; min. = 

minimum residual; and ma. = maximum residual). 'Worrnaiity'' in the distribution of the 

group standardised residuals was via visual inspection of the group histograms produced 

RN 
16.9 

80.5 

84.7 

2.3 

46.6 

nas 
4.2 " 
1.8 " 
2.9 " 
0.6 " 
1.3 " 

min. 
-16.9 " 
- 04.9 " 
- 05.2 " 
- 01.0 " 
- 05.0 " 



by GeoLabW, as the recommended "x2 Goodness of Fit7' tests were not supported by 

GeoLabm [BitWise Inc., 19931. 

Table 5.5 Synopsis of Horizontal Network Distance Residuals 

- - - - --- - -  - - - - - . - - - - - - - 

Year EDM No. Re-weight RN rms 
[mm] 

1992 DM503 # 325 147 21 / 3  0.60 1 9.8 2.4 
DM503 # 348 158 6 1 / 44 2.093 9.7 3 .O 

MA200 # 216 6 / O  1.625 2.4 3 -6 ........... -.-- ---.*.---.---.----...-.*.-*- -*.....-.-..*.-.*..*- .--...*.---- ,-..--.-.-< -.-----. 
1993 DMS03#325307 11419 1.618 71.7 3.1 

DM503 # 348158 9 8 / 6  1.081 58.2 2.1 

MA200 # 216 19/0 2.338 10.9 4.2 

GPS Receivers 57 /O 0.783 23 -9 2.9 ................... -..*-.......--..*....*...-.....-.-........-.. .....-.-..-.-...-...-..-....* ...-.......**. W.-....*..*. ......................................... 
1996 TC2002 # 357992 13 1 / 6 0.530 71.1 0.5 

5.43. I General Comments. 

min. 

[mm] 
- 5.1 
-5.6 

-4.7 ----.--.. 
- 8.9 
-5.6 

-5.6 .................................. 
-7.6 ................................. 
-1.0 
- 7.4 ......................................... 
-1.6 

One of the first items worth commenthg on was the relatively poor performance of the 

MAZOO. The specifîcation given by the manufacturer [Tellumat, 19881 was for a standard 

max. 

[mm] 
+5.1 

+6.3 

+5.1 ....... ..-.-.-- 
+ 8.3 
+5.4 

+7.8 

+3.5 

+1.6 
+ 6.3 
+1.9 

deviation of + 0.5 mm f 0.5 ppm, which amounts to f 0.9 mm over the longest distance 

(9637 to Hl' was 1597 m) measured by the M A Z O O .  This was considerably difFerent from 

the rms errors of 3.6 mm and 4.2 mm achieved in the 1992 and 1993 campaigns, 

respectively. A combined L4EDM-Baseline adjustment7', with ail MA200 and TC2002 

summer calibration data, spanning the years 1992 to 1995, yielded an mis error of 0.9 mm 
87 



from 128 distance observations (ranging from 263 m to 1 103 m) with the MA200 (and 

233 observations with the TC2002). The primary difrences between the baseline results 

and the field results were that: 

Table 5.6 Synopsis of Horizontal Network GPS Baseüne Residuais 

- 
Year 

1992 

....... ...*-.- . 

1993 

.................. 

1994 

,---.**.,*.**..*... 

1995 

................... 

1996 

(Pr9 

................... 

1996 

(Sec) 

.................. - 

max. 

[mm] 
+ 4.7 

+13.7 

+8.2  

+ 13.7 

+ 2.9 

+11.9 

+ 7.0 

+11.9 

+ 7.0 

+ 12.8 

+11.4 .....-.---..-..---.. 
+ 12.8 

+ 10.5 

+ 19.4 

+11.2 
<....-....-.-...S.. 

+ 19.4 

+ 7.2 

+ 13.0 

+ 15.3 -...~.....<......---..-..-..... 
+ 15.3 

+ 9.1 

+ 52.4 

+ 12.9 
....-..--------a..-. 

+ 52.4 

GPS 
Baseline 

DX 
DY 
DZ 

--.--.-..........-.S. 

DXDYDZ 

DX 
DY 
DZ ........................... 
DXDYDZ 

DX 
DY 
DZ 
DXDYDZ 

DX 
DY 
DZ 
DXDYDZ 

DX 
DY 
DZ *~&..-.---..*-...... 
DXDYDZ 

DX 
DY 
DZ 

1......-..-.-..-..-...-. 

DXDYDZ 

RN 

18.7 

19.1 

19.0 ..- 
56.8 

11.8 

11.5 

11.4 ..-......... 
34.7 

17.2 

16.3 

15.7 

49.2 

37.3 

37.5 

37.7 

112.5 

25.8 

25 .O 

25.2 
.*-.................a 

76.1 

20.4 

18.2 

16.9 

55.4 

Re-weight 

0.660 

0.558 

0.930 
.-.-11--..--.....*.-..*. 

0.716 

0.948 

0.760 

0.536 
.-.*-.------.-...-e.1.. 

0.750 

1.348 

1 .O25 

0.730 ..-..--..........-..**.*.. 
1.044 

0.837 

0.8 17 

0.574 

0.743 

0.596 

0.423 

0.560 
............................. 

0.527 

0.784 

1 .O83 

0.505 ..-................-.....*.. 
0.797 

No. 

28 

28 

28 ............ - 
84 

21 

21 

21 

63 

29 

29 

29 .................................................................... 
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52 

52 

52 

156 

38 

38 

38 .-...-...... 
114 

34 

34 

34 
J-l--..-.... 

102 

rms 

[mm] 
3 -2 

5 -2 

11.5 
1.-.......-....,-..-~-L.......-..,..L.*.*.----..-*-~~....~*.--..-..*..I 

7.5 

2.1 

3.9 

2.8 *........,......-...-..-.......-.. 
3.0 

2.8 

4.6 

3.8 -.*......*-.........,......-.....-.....-.-.... 
3.8 

4.1 

7.1 

5 -5 ......................,...~..........*.......*. 
5.7 

3.1 

4.6 

5.2 ,.............-......*.... 
4.4 

6.0 

11.2 

5.4 ......................,~.-....~-.-.~....*......,.....- 
8.0 

Mean 

-0.14 

- 0.07 

-0.15 .......--.--.-.-* 
- 0.12 

-0.21 

- 0.07 

+0.03 --.-...................-.....--...-.*.. 
- 0.08 

-0.12 

+ 0.15 

- 0.14 

- 0.04 

+ 0.06 

+ 0.00 

+ 0.09 ................................................................................................ 
+O.OS 

+0.08 

- 0.07 

+ 0.03 .-...-....-...-...-...- 
+ 0.01 

- 0.16 

+ O . I o  

- 0.12 
I--.........-.S.._ - 0.06 

min. 

[mm] 
- 9.8 

-11.4 

-51.2 

- 51.2 

- 4.5 

- 5.7 

- 5.1 ............................--.--.--...-. 
- 5.7 

- 4.4 

- 10.5 

-69.7 .....--.-...--..*-.., 
- 10.5 

- 8.5 

- 21.7 

-13.1 
,.......*..-..a-.....* 

- 21.7 

- 8.6 

- 14.2 

- 13.2 .......... 
- 14.2 

- 21.9 

- 14.4 

- 17.7 
1----1.-.., 

- 17.7 



1. the baseline comprised concrete pillars with grooved centring plates, while the 

Sussex data was collectecl via tripods; 

2. the baseline measurements barely exceeded the 1 km range specified by the 

manufacturer, while 1.5 km distances were observed in Sussex; and 

3. the Sussex data comprised very few measurements (only 6 in 1992 and 19 in 1993) 

compared with the other distance measurement types (in the Sussex networks). 

Additionaîiy, in 1993, while measuring with the MA200, centring the instrument and pnsm 

required an elaborate, iterative procedure due to damaged optical plurnrnets. This would 

have resulted in considerably less accuracy than the 0.5 mm expected. 

Table 5.7 Summary of Auxüiary Distance Scale Factors 

YEAR EDM SERIAL# SCALE 00  

1992 DM503 325 147 -48.0 16.5 

GPS DIST - + 1.4 t 0.8 
..-.............-1-------a..- ~.r...-.......m....*..........,.-i.i..r....-.r..i-...-.-.--.......i.........r......-..............r......i....-...r--..r.r....-.~ 

1996 TC2002 357992 - 1.9 .t 0.6 

Another major problem encountered in the 1992 adjustment involved the scale of 

the DM503 #325147, which was used dong the A-line. This particular EDM was 

estimated, from a combined EDM-Baseline adjustment, to have a - 106 ppm scale 

daerence when compared to the DM503 #348158. The estimated scale factor fiom the 



1992 combined network adjustment was - 48 ppm (I 7 ppm), compared to the - 4 pprn 

(& 4 ppm) estimated for the DM503 #348 158, and the + 4 ppm (k 4 ppm) for the MA200. 

Such drastic changes, together with its erratic measurements and subsequent replacement 

Pngineering and Mining Surveys Research Group, 19921, render the data coflected via 

this instrument unreliable. The final estimated awriliary scale parameter for each EDM- 

epoch combination are listed in Table 5.7, together with their estimated standard 

deviations, sample sizes and approximate redundancy numbers (see Chapter 4 for details). 

There does not appear to be any consistency in the signs of the scale correcîions but then 

neither was there any consistency in the "traversing7'. Hence, the "stability" of the GPS 

realised scale from epoch to epoch could not be checked. 

One final comment on the 1992 traverse network pertains to the very low 

redundancy associated with the network. As rnentioned eariier, the initial intention was to 

rnonitor the horizontal displacements via observation diEerences which may have lead to 

minimal effort being placed into creating redundant data. This can be seen in Figure 2.3 

which clearly shows the numerous uniquely determined stations, it cm also be seen in 

Tables 5.4 and 5.5, where the number of observations are broken down into the number of 

redundant and unique observations. The 1992 unique-to-redundant ratios for distances and 

directions were 1 :2 and 1 :2, respectively, compared to the 1 : 14 and 1 : 10 achieved in 1993 

and 1994. These numerous hanging lines resulted in large error ellipses which later made it 

difficult to separate monument displacements fiom observation erron. 

The 1992 campaign was not the only problematic data set. In 1993 a string of 

directions between stations ML10 and ML14 were flagged as outliers, even after the re- 



weighting scheme. Inspection of the meteorological data for the distances showed that 

during these setups the temperature climbed to a high of 32 OC, which would have 

adveïsely affected pointing accuracy (particularly as this section of the traverse was dong 

paved road). This suspicion was confirmed via station adjustments of the directions 

collected on that day (as the original data was entered into a field book, it was not 

subjected to any station adjustment) and by the increase from three to four arcs of 

observations at stations ML10, ML1 1 and ML14. Based on the observed increase 

(approximately double) in the station adjustment variances (see Table 5.8), the a priori 

standard deviations were increased by a factor of 42 . 

Table 5.8 Results of Station Adjustments on directions of 93/07/14 

No. Arcs No. Tgts 
2 

2 

2 

3 

2 

3 
2 

3 

2 
2 
2 

2 
3 

3 

Std. Dev. 
0.6 " 
0.6 " 
0.1 " 
0.5 " 
0.5 " 

1.5 " 
1.2 " 
0.8 " 
1.0 " 
1.1 " 
0.4 " 
0.5 " 
0.4 " 
0.5 " 

Temp. 

23 OC 
24 O C  

26 O C  

27 O C  

29 "C 
31 O C  
31 O C  

32 O C  
30 OC 

29 O C  

28 O C  

28 OC 
28 OC 
28 O C  



Less successfÙ1 was the resolution of several GPS coordinate difference 

observations flagged as outiiers in the 1994 campaign. Despite an independent re- 

processing of ali baseline solutionsy no source of error could be found for these 

observations. These flagged baselines aiso appeared in, and could be held accountable for, 

the larger triangle loop misclosures involving independent session solutions. Due to the 

strong redundancy of the GPS network and the unresolved source of their errors, these 

observables were discarded fiom furiher processing. 

5- 4.3.2 The Den~ication Schemes. 

The role of the prirnary GPS static observation scheme was to redise the datum and 

control the propagation of traverse errors. The latter is aptly demonstrateci by Figure 5.3 

which shows the 95% error ellipses resulting fiom the traverse only, and the integrated, 

adjustments. The Unproved network led to a desire to extend the GPS network, in favour 

of traversing, but without the necessity for long static sessions. 

In 1995 a departure from the extensive traverse densification schemes of the 1992 

to 1994 carnpaigs was made, to a less dense GPS trilateration scheme. This trilateration 

scheme was later substituted by a pseudo-static densification scheme in 1996 

(supplemented with traverse densification in the central region of the monitoring network). 

The 95% error eüipses of stations common to the 1994 through 1996 densification 

schemes are shown in Figure 5.4 and listed in Table 5.9, where blank celis indicate a 

station was not part of the densification scheme. 
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Stations Cl and G9 were both part of the 1996 densification scheme, unfortunately 

the ambiguities could not be resolved due to extremely poor satellite geometry which was 

in tum the result of severe obstructions and the short samphg time (two 10 minute 

sessions about 30 minute apart). The large error ellipses attributed to stations DZ, D4 and 

G5 were due to similar reasons; however, they were included in the adjustment as they 

were independently determined by traversing. It cm be seen that at these particular 

stations the 30 minute GPS distance observations resulted in srnalier error ellipses. 

However, considering the remainder of the unobstructed stations, it can be seen that the 

pseudo-static mode perfomed better, with semi-major axes slightly less than 1 cm. It can 

also be seen that the pseudo-static ellipses are strongly aligned North-South with the East- 

West confidence interval being almost half the magnitude of the North-South interval. 

With a few exceptions the 1994 traversing scheme outperfonned both of the GPS 

densification schemes. This was expected within a smail, geometricaily strong network. 

The exceptions, for example D9, El0 and G9, tended to be stations on the ends of open 

traverses where zero redundancy was achieved. 

The above observations indicated that traversing with the TC2002 was the more 

accurate of the three methods used for densification where closed loops were achieved, 

while GPS was best suited to controîiing traverse nodes and terminais. Unfortunately, so 

many of the monuments lie within heavy vegetation that neither method can be used 

efficiently . 



Table 5.9 95% E m r  EUipses of 19941996 Densification Schemes. 

Station 

24740 
A l  
ML23 

9636 
A5 

A7 
B4 
B5 
B8 
C l  
C4 
D4 
D9 
DZ 
El0 
E4 
E6 
FI 
G5 
G9 
ML10 
ML22 
NML16 
PCA9 



Chapter 6 

Trend Analysis 

Trend analysis is the precursor to deformation modelhg. The identification of trends is 

necessary for the selection of both the mode1 characteristics and their regions of 

application. Trend analysis is also used to define "normal" behaviour of the object under 

observation, and consequently "abnormal" behaviour, where the abnormalities may be just 

as important in that they would trigger alarm systems or, more poignantly, alert the analyst 

to potentiai errors, oversights, etc. 

Ideaüy datum invariant quantities are sought, such as angles and distances, 

however, these quantities are not always appropriate and datum dependent coordinates 

have to be used instead. Minimisation of the datum effects is then of primary concem, as 

they tend to cloud the picture and may even mislead the analyst. The iterative weighted 

similarity transformation is an analytical aid in the identification of trends fiom biased 

coordinate estimates. 



This Chapter looks at the iterative weighted sMilarity transformation P S T )  as a 

tool in the identification of both horizontal and vertical spatial trends in the Sussex data. 

The results of the IWST trend analyses of the Sussex data, together with a few, more 

traditional, graphic techniques, are also presented. 

6.1 Iterative Weighted Similarity Transformation 

This technique was presented in detail by Chen [1983], and subsequently summarised by 

Chrzanowski et ai. [1986] and Chen et al. [1990b]. This description of the Iterative 

Weighted Similarity Transformation (IWST) was taken fiom these sources. 

6.1.1 The Weighted Simüarity Transformation 

The algorithm was first presented by Chen [1983] as a special simiiarity transformation, 

which was considered to be a more robust solution to the datum defects problem than the 

imer constraints solution. It was subsequently expanded into a more generai form, fiom 

which variations in the "weighting schemes were exploited. An outiine of the approach, 

taken fiom Chen [1983], foîlows. 

Generaüy, the single epoch vector of estimated coordinates, X., can be transformed 

to a new da- 2, , subject to new datum constraints, 



via a special similarity transformation. If the vector t contains the desùed transformation 

parameters and matrix H is the configuration matrix of the transformation, then the new 

coordinates can be determined fiom 

i i , =  f + H * t .  (6.2) 

The unknown transformation parameters, t, are required to satise the new datum 

constraints equation, hence, 

~ ~ - ) î ,  = ~ ~ - ( j l + ~ - t ) =  O (6-3) 

fiom which t is determined as, 

t =  - (D*.H)- ' .D~.x  . 

As the transformation parameters need not be known (although they could be used to 

evaluate variations in orientation and scale of the reference network), they can be treated 

as nuisance parameters and removed from the solution. Consequently, after back- 

substituthg for t, the new coordinates are estimated as 

k, = ( I -H . (DT*H) - ' -DT) - )~  (6- 5 )  

C h g  then showed that this form of the solution could be extended, using projection 

theory in the parameter space, into an altemate form, namely 

k1 = ( 1 - H * ( H T - W = H ) - '  4 I T - ~ ) 4 ?  , 

where the "weight" matrix W is 

W =  D - ( D ~ . D ) - ' = D ~  . 



Selection of specific fonns of the W matrix would then lead to difKerent solutions. 

Most notably, setting W qua1 to the identity mat* I, would imply that the transposed 

datum constraint matrix, D, is equal to the simiiarity configuration matrix, H, and the 

result would be the inner constraints solution. Better d l 7  W could be used to permit the 

assignment of heavier weights to the more favourable station coordinates. 

The transformeci cofactor matrix of the new coordinates 2, , was then obtained by 

Chen [1983] as, 

where Qî is the cofactor matrix resulting fkom the previously adjusted coordinates. 

An important attribute of the "weighted" similanty transformation, noted by Chen 

[1983], was that it is invariant with respect to the datum constraints of the original 

solution. This made the algorithm suitable for the transformation of two, or more, single 

epoch solutions ont0 a cornrnon "best" datum. 

6.1.2 The IWST Applied to Displacement Analysis 

Under the assumptions that no a priori variance factors are known, that the two epoch 

adjustments have the sarne geodetic datum, and that they are stochastically equivaient (i.e., 

the nuU hypothesis Ho: gI = g2 is not rejected), the pooled variance factor, âOp, is 

obtained with df, degrees of fieedom fiom [Chen et al., 1990bl 



dfl -g ,  +df2 2 = 
OP 

, where df, =dfl +df2 , 
d f ~  

(6-9) 

and zi, df, are the estimated variance factor and degrees of fieedorn of the ih epoch 

adjustment. The nuil hypothesis above is not rejected at a significance level a if the ratio 

of the two single epoch estimated variance factors lies within the confidence interval 

The displacements d, between two epochs and their resultant cofactor matrix, Qd, 

are then obtained as 

d = 2 2 - %  , Q d = Q g ,  +Qfi l  , (6.1 1) 

which may have been distorted through their respective definitions of the datum. These 

distortions may be reduced by transforming the biased displacement vector, d, ont0 a 

"best" cornmon datum via an iterative weighted similarity transformation. Chen [1983] 

identified as "best", that datum upon which the sum of the absolute displacements was a 

minimum. 

Chen 119831 proposed an iterative weighting procedure, based on the intuitive 

feeling that points exhibiting the most displacement should contribute the least to the 

definition of the datum. Also, in order to accommodate the tendency of some points to 

move in certain directions, their components should be assigned daerent weights 

(compared to weighting solely according to the magnitude of the displacement vector). As 

a first step, Chen proposed the inner constraint solution, which was then foliowed by the 



iterations with re-weighting according to the inverse of the absolute value of the 

displacement component. Thus, the weight matrix W was defined as 

for which Id" l a s  the absolute value of the i" element of the displacement vector f?om 

the kh iteration. 

A look at equation (6.12) reveals a numerical instabiiity when Id:l approaches 

zero. Chen et al. [1990b] suggested that the addition of a smaii constant, 6, to each 

absolute displacement would ensure a non-zero term in the denominator (6 could, for 

example, be set equal to the convergence criterion, E, used to tenninate the iterations). 

The iterative displacements, fiom the k~ iteration, are then estimated as 

where do was the biased displacement vector, d, of equation (6.1 l), and 

was the corresponding iterated weighted similarity transformation matrk. 

The iterations continued untü al1 displacement changes converged to within a given 

criterion (Le., Id k+' - d 1 S E ). Having achieved convergence, a new cofactor m a t h  

was then obtained via the last similarity transformation matrix as, 



A few comrnents regarding the WST were offered by Chen [1983], and are worth 

repeating here. Firstly, when combining the two epochs, Chen cautions that "...the 

matrices H and D should consist of the appropriate columns corresponding to the union of 

the datum panuneters of the two epochs and of the appropnate rows for the cornmon 

points in the two epochs." [Chen, 1983, p.671. Chen also emphasises that the trend 

analysis problem differs fiom the datum defect problem in that the datum equations are 

unknown, and that they must be reaiised in such a manner as to provide a clear 

displacement picture. In so doing, the resultant covariance matrix becomes detenninistic 

rather than stochastic. The WST is, therefore, to be considered a ". . . general tool for the 

purpose of preliminary identification of a deformation pattern." [Chen, 1983, p. 1231. 

Consequently, the WST estimated displacements, and especially their covariances, should 

not be used in any subsequent defonnation modehg routines. 

6.1.3 Stable Point AnaIysis 

A "stable7' monument has been defined by VaniCek et ai. [1987] as one which "within the 

bounds of our ability to measure, maintains a fixed position relative to the immediate 

terrain upon which it sits, over a t h e  interval exceeding the age of the geodetic network 

of which it is a part." In stable point analysis, the tirne intervai aiiuded to above is 

effectively reduced to the interval spanning the observation epochs. Consequently, points 

identified as stable may, in the presence of new data, be tagged "unstable", so that stability 



analysis is an ongoing process. The IWST algorithm was then applied to the analysis of 

stability spanning two epochs of observations under the assumptions that observational 

blunders and systematic errors had been removed, and that the null hypothesis Ho; 

g, = g2 had not been rejected. 

The stability of a point is assessed, either visu* as a display of the transformed 

"displacement" vector of point j, dj against its 100(1-a)% confidence 

numericaliy, via the quadratic fonn of a single point displacement with uj 

fieedom ( uj = dim{d,} ) , i-e., 

for which the test statistic, 

region, or 

degrees of 

has a Fisher distribution. The point j is considered signifïcantly unstable, at 100a%, when 

T 2 F(a ; u ,dfJ . Each point comrnon to both epochs is tested for stability at the 95% 

level of confidence and flagged if sigdcantly unstable. In the event of relative networks 

the inclusion of aü stations in the resolution of the datum defects may lead to biased 

results, in which case an iterative procedure could be adopted. For example, those stations 

displaying maximum displacements &er the IWST would be excluded (Le., aven zero 

weights in W) from subsequent "realisationsY7 of a common datum. Iterations would then 

continue until all b'datum-reaiising7' stations were assessed as "stable7' (or, displacing 

equdy). 



6.2 Vertical Trend Analysis 

Pnor to any analysis, the estimated displacements between consecutive epochs were 

transfonned into annual displacement rates, based on the time interval between leveUing 

campaigns. These vertical displacement rates were then charted as accumulated 

displacement profiles and cross-sections (e.g., Figure 6.3 below), as weil as single epoch 

displacement values on a map of the monument locations (see Chrzanowski et al., [1996]). 

These first views of the displacements indicated two major problems. Firstly, most of the 

monuments appeared to be within the influence zonet of the underground workings; and 

secondly, numerous monuments exhibited isolated and extensive upheaval in areas where 

subsidence was expected. The latter was generaiiy attributed to fiost action, while the 

former precluded the identification of a set of "stabley' reference points. 

6.2.1 Stable Point Analysis 

The identification of "stable" (fkom 1989 to 1996, inclusive) monuments was unsuccessful 

due to the aforementioned reasons. The most obvious candidate for "stable reference 

pointy' designation was monument ML23, which was sufficiently far fiom the area under 

observation that it was unlikely to have been afEected by current mining activities 

(although it may still have been aected  by other unknown activities). Unfominately, 

The influence zone of mining activity was initiaüy assumed to be that ngion within which monuments 
were observed to be unstable. 



monument ML23 has only been monitored since 1992, with no continuity between it and 

its predecessor, monument 10482. Consequently, for the trend analysis, monument 10894 

was selected as the "stable point" which would best connect the pre- and post-1992 

campaigns. 

The problem with just a single reference point is that there is no means of vedjmg 

its stabiiity. Ideally, monuments HT and 24740 could also have been used as reference 

points, unfiortunately, levehg up the steep hiIl to HT was uneconornical and monument 

24740 was probably too close to the underground works to be confident of its insensitivity 

to mining activity. On the other hand, mining has progressed away fiom 24740 towards 

ML23, hence it may eventually prove to be suitable. Also, one or more stations dong the 

Back Road (its official name) may have been sufficiently distant to be adjudged "stabley7. 

Table 6.1 IWST Vertical Translation Parameters. 

No. of AU Stations 63 63 69: 67 80 86 83 86 

DatumShift[mm] -6.4 +1.4 4.9 -0.4 -1.4 -2.8 4 . 8  +0.6 
-------------#------------I)----i1----------------------------- 

No. of Ref. Stations 5 5 5 5 6 8 8 8 

DatumShift(mm] -0.4 +4.0 +0.9 +1.6 +0.9 -0.3 -0.3 +1.8 - 
Datum Bias [mm] -6.0 6 -1.8 -2.0 -23 5 -4.5 -1.2 

The lack of a set of cleariy identifiable "reference points" produced a significant 

bias in the IWST results. The lWST analysis with all monument displacements 



contributing to the resolution of the datum defect, resulted in a downward shift'mg of the 

realised dahim, i.e., the expected stable points would appear to be nsing. Consequently, a 

set of "reference" monuments exhibiting similar displacements was identified (1 0894, Al, 

A10, All, ML12, ML23, 24740 and P C A ~ #  ) and used with the IWST to redise new 

datums. Table 6.1 shows the IWST translation parameters based upon the above set of 

monuments, together with those based upon all monuments. In all cases, the set of 

"reference" monuments reaiised a datum higher than the datum realised via aU monuments. 

The estirnated datum parameters fiom the "al-stations" analyses were generally negative, 

with the exception of intervals 1990 to 1991 and 1995 to 1996. The transformations 

resulting fiom the "reference set" are generally less than 2 mm, hence the trend analysis 

with monument 10894 held k e d  was not re-computed. 

6.2.2 Vertical Trends 

Six major trend sources were expected in the Sussex anaiysis, narnely: fiost heave; water 

table fluctuations; observation error; datum bias; direct impact; and mining activity. As the 

objective of this project was to monitor mining induced ground movements, the other 

trends had to be eüminated fkst. A few characteristics pertaining to these trends, together 

with examples fiom this project are presented below. 

The number of reference stations in Table 6.1 refers to the left-most stations of tbis kt .  
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Frost heave requires: freezing temperatures; water; and soi1 with particle sues less than 

0.02 mm [Vaniciek et al., 19871. Monuments exhibithg fiost heave were characterised by: 

visible protmsion of the concrete casing above ground level; continuous upward annual 

displacements; proximity to either the Kemebecasis river or its surroundhg marshes; and 

reports from the monument construction crews of water inundation during monument 

installation. Numerous examples of fiost heave were encountered, most notably on the B- 

and D-lines. Figure 6.1 shows the displacement rates observed for I I monuments 

distributed throughout the network, hcludiig 82, B4, 86, D2, D3 and D4. The apparent 

correlation between the suspected "frost heave" trends indicates the possibiîity of some 

common underlying physical process. 

Figure 6.1 Verticil Displacement Rates of «Frost-Heaved'' Stations. 



Sliwa 119871, and VaniCek et al. [1987] both comment on the effect of changes in 

the water table level on bench mark stabiiiîy. Sliwa [1987] indicated that bench marks 

placed in fine-grain soils may expenence upward displacement due to a rising water table. 

Given the siit-stone in Sussex [Chrzanowski et al., 1996, Figure 431 it is suspected that, if 

present, the water table induced monument displacements would tend to foiIow the 

direction of the water table. It is apparent fiom Figure 2.1 that the water table effects are 

likely to peak within the low level area enclosed by the Trans-Canada Highway and the 

Back Road. Apart from the unusually high water levels reported in 1990 (which prevented 

observation of monuments Dl to D6 and B3) no information on the water table was 

obtained, hence no displacement trends were identified as resulting from water table 

fluctuation. 

Some observation errors, which may have escaped detection within a single 

carnpaign, may be detected in the trend analysis. A typical trend of these errors would 

appear on stable, or marginally unstable monuments, as a pair of consecutive displacement 

rates with almost equal magnitudes but opposite signs. The 1989-1990-1991 pairs of 

consecutive displacement rates fiom the Back Road profile, see Figure 6.2, was suspected 

to be an example of such an error. Had this pair appeared in the opposite order, i.e., a 

nominal 10 rndyear rise followed by a nominal 10 rnmlyear fd, one may have speculated 

that it was due to the raised water table of 1990. The pre-1994 practice of only levelling 

the Back Road and TCH routes in one àiuection, together with the observed (fiom two- 

way leveüing) systematic enors of the 1994 leveüing data (see Figure 4.2), increased the 

probability of the observed trend being the result of observation error. Consequently, the 



displacement rates between 1989 and 1991 were re-computed as a two year average, 

without the 1990 elevations. These values were then used in aîi subsequent trend analyses. 

Dlst rnce  tram M L 1 0  [in] 

Figure 6.2a Back Road Profüe: Vertical Displacement Rates, 19894996 
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Figure 6.2b Back Road Profde: Vertical Displacement Rates, 1989-1991 



Datum trends are characterised by regional or global network biases, i.e., 

subsidence of the "fixed" station would appear as a positive bias in the displacements of 

al1 other stations. An example of an apparent local datum bias involved the 1992 levelling 

from monument 9635 to ML23, including the F- and G-lines. This block of levelling was 

perfonned approximately two months after the main network. An inspection of the 1992 

to 1993 displacements showed ML23 to have risen 8 mm, it also showed the G-line to 

have risen a similair amount north of the TCH and only marginaliy Iess south of the TCH. 

This was inconsistent with the subsequent displacement trends of the area. A - 8 mm 

correction appiied to this block of 1992 data resulted in the 1992 to 1993 displacements of 

the F- and G-lines, as weU as monument ML22, aligning closer to those observed between 

1993 and 1995. A second datum-type trend was noticed in the 1995 to 1996 

displacements, where a bias of between + 2 mm to + 4 mm was suspected. No corrections 

were appiied, nor should they be unless the results of the 1997 levelling campaign support 

this postulation. 

Direct impact on a monument is evidenced via discontinuities in the displacement 

trend, or, more obviously, by a mound of rubble where the monument ought to have been. 

Unfominately, examples of direct impact were also avaüable fiom the Sussex data set. 

Sometime between the end of the 1992, and beginning of the 1993, campaigns the trees 

and brush surroundhg the E-line between the TCH and monument E9 were cleared via 

bulldozer. In 1993, monument E7 was noticed to have sustained major damage, but 

remained intact and solid. Monuments E8 and E9, however, were never found, only the 

scattered remnants of their concrete casings. Since 1993, E7 has been used as a temporary 



point in the long levehg runs between 9635 and E 10, however, the displacement trend of 

E7 since 1993 appears consistent with neighbouring monuments. Consequently, E7 has 

been restored to "îù11 monument status" and is a valuable source of information in an 

important monitoring sector. Monuments MLl8, A4, NC7 and C8 were the latest 

examples of destroyed monuments. 

Minhg induced displacements were expected to appear as a subsidence trough centred 

directly above the mine workings, i.e., in the vicinity of the TCH between the D and E- 

lines. The subsidence trough was also expected to "travel" north-east, as per mining 

progress. This over-simplistic expectation was only a very rough starting point in the 

identification of the mining induced trends, and was not based on any predictive modehg 

nor on the underground observations. Nevertheless, removal of the other trends should 

leave a fairly smooth (since no surface cracks were reported) subsidence trough. 

The TCH Profile displayed most of the effects of the mining activity in the Sussex 

area and was, therefore, the primary source of the vertical trend analysis. The various 

cross-sections tended to play supporting roles in the lateral extensions of the primary 

trends, with the Back Road profile indicating that it was probably the north-western extent 

of the mining induced vertical displacements. 

As an aid to the analysis, three types of displacement tables were generated for 

each profile and cross-section, namely, accumulated annual displacements, annual 
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Table 6.2 TCH Profüe: Accumulated Vertical Displacements, 1989 to 1996. 

Tabk 6.3 TCH Profüe: Annual Vertical Displacement Rates, 1989 to 1996. 



Table 6.4 TCH Profile: Vertical Displacement Rate Changes, 1989 to 1996. 

displacement rates, and changes (accelerations) in the displacement rates. Tables 6.2 to 6.4 

are those pertaining to the TCH profile. As the identification of trends is greatly assisted 

by visual analysis, Figures 6.3 and 6.4 were generated to display the accumulated, and 

annual rates of, displacement dong the TCH profile. 

A word of caution is necessary when examinhg the "accumulated" data. Most of 

the data presented has been accumulated since 1989, however, monuments F 1, G7, ML22 

and ML23 represent accumulations since 1992, while 10894 has only been accumulated 

since 1993. Similady, monuments PCA6, 24739, and 24740 have been accumulated fkom 

1993. Their inclusion into a single data set was based on the foliowing: 



1. Monument PCA6 did not display any sigdcant movement between 1993 and 1996, 

while 24740 appeared stable between 1993 and 1995 with only a ment possibility of 

an upward trend appearing in 1995. Hence, it was assumed that this section was stable 

prior to the start of monitoring, Le., 1993. 

2. Monument 9635 appeared to have been stable up to 1991, foliowed by a low constant 

subsidence rate (- 5 mm/year) between 199 1 and 1993, whiie monument F1 appeared 

to be marginally heaving (+ 3 msdyear) between 1992 and 1994. This suggested that an 

inconsistency of only a few millimetres would be introduced through the merging of the 

"FI to ML23" section to the 1989 base data. 

3. Monument 10894, unfortunately, was not included in the 1992 campaign. Its inclusion 

in the data set was based on the consistency of its data f ie r  1993. Its late introduction, 

however, may have caused the "step" visible in the trough profle of Figure 6.3. For this 

assumption to be correct, 10899 must have experienced moderate heave between 1992 

and 1993 (possibly in a simiiar manner to that of monument Fl). The subsidence rate 

observed between 1993 and 1994, - 12 d y e a r ,  was marginally less than the nominal 

- 15 mmlyear rates observed between 1994 and 1996, which may support the above 

assumption of marginal heave between 1992 and 1993. 

Retuming to the rnining induced trends, Figure 6.3 indicates that the subsidence 

trough currently extends from PCA6, in the south-west, to just past G7, in the north-east, 

with maximum subsidence reaching -1 16 mm at monument 9637. It is also apparent that a 

"dimple" has developed around monument D7, where its accumulated subsidence lags that 

of its south-westerly neighbour, 9637, and was, in 1996, eventually surpassed by its north- 
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Fi yn 6.5 P l ine  Profde: Vertical Displacement Ratcs, 1989 to 1996. 

easterly neighbour, 9636. Inspection of the D-Line rates (see Figure 6.5) not only supporis 

this local dimple anomaly, but indicates that D6 may also be a part of it. 

Several trends supported the expected north-easterly progression of the trough. 

Firstly, Table 6.3 of the TCH displacement rates shows that 9637 had the fastest rate of 

subsidence up until 1994, after which it was surpassed by monument 9636, which was in 

tum surpassed by monument 9635 in the period 1995 to 1996. Secondly, monuments 

963 5, 10894, and F 1 have successively progressed fiom stability to significmt subsidence. 

Monument 9635 appeared to start subsiding around 1991, foiiowed by 10894 in 

199311994 and then F1 in 199411995. Thirdly, monuments 9637, D7 and 9636 appeared 

to have experienced periods of accelerated subsidence folowed, more recently, by a 

decelerathg subsidence (see Table 6.4 and Figure 6.6). Monument 9637 accelerated fiom 

- 1 5 rnmlyear between 1989 and 1991 to a peak of - 19 mmlyear around 1993 before 



deceleratin8 to -14 rnm/year in 1996. Sunilar trends were noted for monuments D7 and 

9636, but with lags of around one and two years, respectively. 

Figure 6.4 of the TCH displacement rates shows that the north-westerly 

progression of the subsidence trough is occasionaliy realised as a series of smali slips, 

rather than a single smooth slide, as revealed by monuments 9635, F1, and (possibly) 

Figure 6.6 TCH ProWe: Vertical displacement rates of selected stations. 

10894. Figure 6.6 shows this more clearly by charting the individual monuments' 

displacement rates as a fùnction of t h e ;  however, Table 6.4 demonstrates this most 

clearly via the relatively large "change in displacement rates" around 1994. Additional 

Due partly to a NPpe*ed bias in the 19% data, almost al l  of the monuments appeared to decekrate 
between 1995 and 1996. Absence of this bias may have reduced the deceleratiolis to 6'constant" rates, but 
some monuments, e.g., 9636,9637, D7, etc. would still appear to be decelerating. 
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evidence is provided via monuments E8 and E9 between 1991 and 1992, where they 

experienced "change in displacement rates" of - 1 1 and - 13 mm/year/year, respectively. 

Another interesting trend noted on the TCH displacement rates was that there 

appeared to be a maximum subsidence rate of around - 21 d y e a r .  This value was 

supported by other monuments, not too fa. fiom the TCH, on the Ca, D and E-hes, 

namely: C4 (- 20 mdyear, 1993 to 1994); D5 (- 2 1 mmlyear, 1994 to 1995); D8 

(- 2 1 mmlyear, 1993 to 1994); D9 (- 20 rnmlyear, 1994 to 1995); and E7 (- 24 rnmfyear, 

1994 to 1995). 

In conclusion, there exists a significant subsidence trough which appears to be 

progressing north-east with the occasional mini-slip mixed with smooth slides. The 

maximum accumulated subsidence (since 1989) appears at monument 9637, while the 

current maximum rate of subsidence appears at monument 9635. Additionally, a local 

anomaly appears to have formed around monuments D6 and D7. Despite di of the above 

it should be remembered that the magnitudes of these trends are small, compared to, for 

example, subsidence rates of around -70 rnrdyear at the nearby Potacan mine. 

6.3 Horizontal Trend Analysis 

The horizontal analysis was restricted to the extended networks of 1992 through 1996. 

Like the vertical analysis, the identification of stable reference points proved difficult, 



more so with the pre-1993 carnpaigns where traversing errors were so predominant. A 

subset of al1 33 stations common to each of the 1993 through 1996 horizontal campaigns 

was selected as the basis for the trend analysis. Inclusion of the 1992 campaign required 

the above subset to be reduced by one, namely station 24740. 

6.3.1 Stable Point Analysis 

Initial analyses of the horizontal displacements were based upon the minimum constraint 

solutions with station HT held fked. A smail group of stations was subsequently selected 

to realise the project datum, based on the following criteria: 

1. the station was located at an extremity of the horizontal monitoring network; 

2. the station was included in the GPS primary observation networks; 

3. the station did not exhibit any large or systematic displacements (based on the IWST 

with all stations contributhg to the datum reaiisation); and 

4. the station monument was noted to be in good condition. 

The above criteria resulted in the selection of stations HT, Al, and ML23, with 

stations El and G1 rejected on the basis of systematic displacements. Station 24740 was 

not included in the above set for two reasons. Firstly, it was only observed for the first 

t h e  in 1993, by traverse, and in 1994, by GPS. Secondly, the 1993 to 1994 displacement 

of 24740 was quite large, around 65 mm. However, this displacement was consistent with 

an angular observation error, which would have "swung" the hanging traverse around 

station A7. Its inclusion, though, was prirnarily due to its importance to future analyses. 
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While not tmly at a network extremity, station Al was one of oniy three stations 

occupied by GPS in aii monitoring carnpaigns. Its role, therefore, was to permit a Link 

between the pre- and post-1992 monitoring campaigns. 

Figure 6.7 shows the sets of annual displacements spanning the years 1992 to 

1996, with the error ellipses of the 1994 to 1996 IWST analysis. The IWST estimated 

displacements involving 1992 or 1993 data were based on a datum realisation using 

stations Al, HT, and ML23, while 1994 through 1996 estirnates also included station 

24740. In d cases, oniy two datum defects were modelled, namely translations in northing 

and easting. The "star shaped cluster" of displacement vecton at stations HT and ML23, 

suggested these displacements were random (possibly the result of datum uncertainties). 

Station 24740, with the exception of the suspected traverse error between 1992 to 1993, 

also appeared to be stable. The displacements at Al were also very small but appear to be 

unstable due to the overoptirnistic 1994 to 1996 error ellipse. 

A closer look at station HT, via Figure 6.8, shows that since 1994 it may have 

started to move southward (also downhill). The 1994 to 1996 IWST analysis, see Figure 

6.8, clearly marks HT as unstable, while Al, ML23 and 24740 appear to be stable. Table 

6.5, on the other hand indicates that the annual disp;acement rates of most of the 

monuments are stül less than the 95% confidence ellipses of the horizontal surveys. The 

1997 horizontal data will be needed to confirm, or refûte, the stabüity of HT. If HT is 

moving, then station 24740 will obviously become a lot more important in future analyses. 





6.3.2 Horizontal Trends 

Although the IWST algorithm has been applied to all stations common to consecutive 

epochs [Chrzanowski et ai., 19961, only the 33 stations common to carnpaigns 1993 

to 1996 are reported on here. The 1994 to 1996 displacements of Figure 6.8 clearly show 

three sets of distinct displacements identifid as sectors' 1, II and III. Stations between 

the A-line and the E-line, north-west of the TCH (Sector 1 ) are moving in a south-easterly 

direction. Stations F 1, ML22 and those of the G-line (Sector II ) are moving similarly, but 

in a more southerly to south-westerly direction. In strong contrast, the stations south-east 

of the TCH (Sector III ) are m o h g  in a north-westerly direction. 

These trends are confirmed by the orientations of the "annuai displacement vector 

clusters" show in Figure 6.7. While the magnitudes of the annual displacements show 

are only slightly larger than the 95% error ellipses of the 1994 to 1996 anaiysis (which is 

probably the most precise set achieved to date), their tendency to point in the sarne 

direction suggests the presence of systematic displacements. 

Based on the 1994 to 1996 analysis, the maximum horizontal rates of displacement 

appeared to be in the order of 23 mm/year in a south-easterly direction at station D4. The 

maximum opposing displacements appeared to be in the order of 13 to 15 mmlyear fkom 

stations C 1, C6, and D 10. 

Lines demarcating Sectors in Figure 6.8 are not disçontinuitia, but aids in the description of trends. 
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6.4 Summary 

The analysis of both the vertical and horizontal trends has been hampered to some extent 

by the lack of a clearly identifiable set of homogeneous reference points. Nevertheless, 

through the selection of a set of monuments experiencing similar trends a consistent set of 

trends have appeared. The horizontal displacements towards the TCH between the C- and 

E-lines was consistent with the thalweg of the subsidence trough identified in the vertical 

analysis. Similarly, the south-westerly orientation of the G-line displacements was 

consistent with the leading edge of the trough having only recently extended this fêr north- 

east. In lieu of the above, the destruction of the south-eastem portions of the E- and F- 

lines has robbed us of important information in a critical monitoring section (in terms of 

both space and tirne). 

A few cornments of the observed trends, in relation to the major structures in the 

region, are in order. Firstly, the horizontal displacements in the vicinity of the Canadian 

National Railway (CNR) ranged fiom 7 mmfyear in the east (El) to 9 rndyear in the West 

(MLA), and may have been increasing since 1994. The vertical displacements, if at ail 

present, have tended to be very slight and as yet not systematic. Several small road bridges 

exist on the A- and E-iines, however, displacements in these areas are fairly uniform. On 

the other hand, the longer bridge on the TCK between D7 and 9636, may have a far more 

interesting stress field. The horizontal displacements observed at D7 and 9636 have the 



same direction but 9636 appears to have a siightly higher rate. In the verticai, D7 was 

subsiding at a slightly faster rate than 9636 between 1989 and 1993. Since 1993, 9636 

appears to have been subsiding at just over 5 rnm/year f&ster than D7, which resulted in 

their accumulateci (since 1989) subsidences being equal in 1995. 

The difEerential movements reported above are probably considerably less than 

those designed for the daily expansions and contractions of the structures. It is only their 

long term, systematic effects that should be assessed and monitored. 

Table 6.5 IWST Annual Displacement Rates based on the 1994 and 1996 Epochs. 

Station 
Displacement Rates (1 994/l996 Avg] 

AN AE 
[mmlyeai 

-1 1.2 7.5 
1.5 -2.4 

-1 5.3 6.4 
-1 1.5 5.3 
-0.4 -0.6 
1.6 O. O 
3.0 -3.2 

-1 .Q 3.1 
1.4 -2.0 

-9.9 7.8 
4.6 7.6 
-1.2 1.5 

-11.1 6.2 
-4.4 0.9 
7.6 -3.9 

10.1 -7.7 
12.6 -8.2 

-14.9 8.5 
continued on next page 
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95% Error Ellipse 
a b Az 

[mm] [ O 1  

8.7 6.1 353 
10.1 4.8 358 
8.7 7.1 328 
8.4 6.8 330 
8.7 5.8 353 

10.3 O. 3 360 
11.1 4.9 1 
12.3 7.3 8 
12.7 7.4 358 
14.8 11.1 21 
72.9 8.5 O 
10.4 5.1 359 
14.0 9.1 80 
9.9 9.1 280 
8.9 7.7 344 
9.2 6.5 355 

23.0 10.5 296 
9.6 8.6 53 



Statior 
Displacement Rates [l 994/1996 Avg] 95% Enor Ellipse 

a b Az 
[mm] t O l  



Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

This report has dealt extensively with the data collection and data processing aspects of 

the displacement monitoring project at the PCS mine, and somewhat less extensively with 

the analysis of those displacements. This is cornmensurate with the author's expenence. In 

summation, then, these two aspects of the report have been grouped under separate 

heading S. 

7.1 Data Collection and Processing 

In Chapter 2 it was concluded that use of the "three-dimensional height controlled" system 

resulted in fewer traverse data reduction procedures than the traditional two-dimensionai 

"horizontal" approach. It was also concluded that the zenith distances were superfluous; 



however, considering the minirnaf additional effort required for theù collection and theù 

potential usefiilness in a combined three-dimensional adjustment of ail data, my 

recommendation is that thek collection, via three arcs, be continued. 

Chapter 3 showed that the approximate position of station HT in the 

WGS84(G730) datum was nominally 1 1 m west, and 22 m too high. This positionhg error 

should be corrected, in spite of the necessity to reprocess dl GPS data fiom ail campaigns. 

In this regard the calculations of the fixed station Hl' should be checked by a more 

scientific GPS processing package capable of, for example, multi-station solutions, earth 

tide corrections, modem tropospheric models, etc. 

Also in Chapter 3, biases were observed in the " l993/1994" and 1996 local geoidal 

corrections. This indicated that a single sub-centimetre "local geoidal correction model" 

for al1 campaigns was not achieved and that these corrections had to be ap~fied on a single 

carnpaign basis. Also, the uncertainty introduced by this procedure precluded the 

integration of the GPS and levelling data for vertical displacement moni to~g .  This, 

however, was a prelirninary investigation, for which the GPS and levelled heights were 

considered to have equal weights. If GPS and leveiiing are to be integrated, on such a 

small area, then a more rigorous investigation of the local geoid must be undertaken, with 

particular emphasis on its instability frorn year to year. 

Chapter 4 highhghted the failure of the IMINQE algorithm to assess the traverse 

data accuracies. The recornrnended procedure was to use the empincal models, with the 

manufacturers accuracy claims, as a first approximation (which should also be conducted 

for detecting, and removing, outüers prior to the IMINQE analysis). Subsequently, a re- 
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scaling of the a prion' variances in an iterated least squares adjustment, using the group 

estirnated variance factors outlined in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, should be performed. It 

was noted, however, that the IMINQE software used was in a prelirninary stage of 

development. It is recommended, therefore, that data segmentation routines be added to 

the m Q E  software which would permit grouping within the observation types 

according to instrumentation, environmental conditions, dates, etc. This should be 

undertaken before any expansion of the initial limited set of error structure rnodels. 

Chapter 4 also showed that, in terms of the 1994 levelling data, a correlation of 

between +0.84 and +0.89 existed between the foward and backward mm, while no 

correlation was found between the low- and high-scale estimates. Further, a one-way 

ANOVA indicated that the "paved and "unpaved" sections had sigruficantly diEerent 

mean discrepancies, fiom which the steeper "paved" sections were noted to enhance the 

systematic error (source unknown). Despite this, the variances for both paved and 

unpaved sections were found not to be difEerent. It is recomrnended, therefore, that 

additional investigations into this systematic error be performed, initialîy to estabiish its 

presence in other campaigns, and subsequently into whether it cancels in the mean of two 

levelhg mns. Consequently, it is further recommended that the current practice of 

double-mn sections dong the Trans-Canada Highway and the Back Road be continued. 

Chapter 4 also concluded that the Ashtech estimated covariances for the GPS 

baselines, fkom their solution files, were preferred to the IMLNQE estimate which was 

unable to separate the baseiine covariance components into constant and scale parts. 

However, the Ashtech posteriori variance factors (fiom primary GPSsnly adjustments) 
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indicated that the a prion estirnates had been progressively more and more pessirnistic, so 

that they should be scaled by the GPS-only aposfen'on' variance factor prior to entry into 

the combined adjustment. As the Ashtech covariances are closely linked to the strength of 

the baseline solution, their continued use is recomrnended. 

Chapter 5 introduced the three-dimensional height controiled system as used by 

GeoLabm. It is strongly recommended that this system be continued. However, the 

integration of three-dimensional GPS data with two-dimensional traverse data requires a 

reconciliation of the height systems used. Such reconciliation was obtained via local 

geoidal corrections estimated for aU monitoring stations, whether they were constrained in 

the vertical, or not. The inclusion of mark-to-mark zenith distances may assist in the 

verification of elevation consistency through an introduction of residuals into the data 

snooping routine. This should be investigated. 

Chapter 5 also concluded that the traversing densincation scheme was the most 

accurate, unfortunately it was also very tirne consuming. Also, the pseudo-static GPS 

densification was more appropriate in open areas than the trilateration scheme of 1995; 

however, static would still be required for "obstmcted sites. The pseudo-static method, 

unfortunately, stili requires two occupations for a single solution. It is recomrnended, 

therefore, that the possibility of rapid-static, for which or@ a single 10 to 15 minute 

occupation would be required, be investigated. The feasibility of such an approach would 

be subject to the "portability" of the dual-frequency GPS equipment (in which category 

the Ashtech 2 - W s  do not rate highly). 



Chapter 6 outlined the IWST and its application to trend analysis. It was aiso 

shown, with respect to the leveüing data, that the "cornmon" datum realised by the IWST, 

experienced a "downward shift" when al monitoring stations were used to realise the 

datum (despite re-weighting according to displacement magnitudes). The final IWST 

analysis was then performed via the selection of a set of similarly, but slowly, displacing 

monuments for the datum realisation. It is recornrnended, therefore, that not al1 

monuments be used to realise the datum in the IWST anaiysis of relative networks and 

that, instead, a set of similarly displacing (possibly even stable) set of well distributed 

monuments be sought. This recommendation is aiso applicable to the horizontal anaiysis, 

for which the selection of stable points was equaily difncult. 

7.2 Horizontal and Vertical Displacements 

The analysis of vertical displacements was primarily based upon the trends exhibited by the 

TCH profile, with cross-sections playing supporting roles. From this analysis is was 

concluded that commencement of moni to~g of the F- and G-lines in 1992 was just in 

t h e  to detect the first stages of mining induced subsidence. It was also concluded that a 

noticeable subsidence trough extended fiom monument PCA6 in the south-west, to just 

past G7 in the north-east, and northward as far as the Back Road. The southerly extent of 

the trough was not identified as it extended past ail monitored stations. It is recornmended 



t hat the "destroyed' monuments sout h of the Trans-Canada Highway be re-est ab lished and 

even extended farther south (unfortunately, this will have to wait until the current 

construction of the new Trans-Canada Highway has been cornpleted). 

It was also noticed that the "point" of maximum subsidence, and consequently the 

subsidence trough itself, was progressing slowly in a north-easterly direction. Maximum 

subsidence rates of between -20 and -24 mm/year are currently experienced near the 

intersection of the TCH profile and E-line cross-section. Whde the maximum accumulated 

subsidence, since 1989, was recorded at station 9637 as -1 16 mm. 

The epochs 1992 to 1996 and a subset of 33 monuments cornmon to these epochs 

were used to analyse the horizontal trends. The conclusion was that three distinctive 

sectors were identified (see Figure 6.8) âom which Sector 1 appeared to be displacing in a 

south-easterly direction with a maximum horizontal displacement rate of 23 mm/year at 

station D4. Sector III, on the other hand, appeared to be displacing in a north-westerly 

direction with a maximum displacement rate of around 14 mm/year at stations C 1, C6 and 

D10. Sector ï i  appeared to be a newly displacing region ahead of the progressing 

subsidence trough, consequently the displacements appeared to be oriented in a more 

south to south-westerly direction. 

Both the horizontal and vertical displacements appeared to be consistent with the 

progression of underground workings in a north-easterly direction. Consequently, with 

surface displacements at the G-line, planning for a new cross-section (H-line) should start 

now so that it may be established pnor to the effects of rnining activities reaching the 

surface. 
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